
Pinnacle 931 

Chapter 931: Big waves wash the sand 

  Western University of Technology, the cornerstone of national defense! 

  The fourth among the twelve confidential colleges and universities in the country, and the only one 

in the Northwest. 

   The only school in China that summarizes the three flights at the same time, based on 

confidentiality, only the tip of the iceberg can be set up as an open class. 

   ranks 26th among domestic universities with just one and a half stars. 

   Speaking of West University of Technology, the first concept is cattle! 

  The big man in the three-aircraft field is as stable as an old dog. 

   But if you want to say where the cow is, it seems that you owe a little bit more. 

   concealed, like looking at flowers in the fog, it makes people look at it... 

  In addition to the geographical restrictions, and the inherent cognition and backward insights of the 

Northwest, more and more students exclude it. 

   The consequence of the impetuous social impression of education is the so-called ‘Choose the city 

first, then the school, and then the major. ’ 

   Professional strength is no longer the primary criterion. 

  In this selection criterion, the waste city obviously does not have an advantage. 

   speak more bluntly: I don’t want to be on the line, but I don’t want to be on the line! 

   Of course, some people say it's gone. 

   True or false on the Internet, eating melons and watching the show, I finally found that I was 

lonely. 

   is nothing more than Tu Yile! 

  Only the people in it can know what the situation is. 

   However, Xi'an University of Technology is one of the most important recruitment channels of 

Miracle Group, the chief engineer and CEO of Vulcan Aerospace Exploration Company. 

   is also an outstanding alumnus from this school, Dr. Zhang Wei. 

   From these two points, we can see how much the Miracle Group attaches to XTU, and at the same 

time, both parties have set up special training courses on talent cultivation. 

   Provide re-education, training and other matching services for related talents of Miracle Group. 

  The two sides have launched comprehensive and in-depth cooperation in the fields of yellow sky 

and aviation. 



  The Miracle Group needs the support of top talents and technology from West University of 

Technology. On the contrary, it also needs the reputation, talent transmission channels and financial 

resources of the Miracle Group. 

   Two special professional matching interfaces have brought to the school a flood of students, public 

opinion and 20 million outstanding scholarships. 

  Miracle Group will provide outstanding engineering students with scholarships of no more than 20 

million per year. 

   This money can not only be used to improve the lives of students themselves, so that they have no 

worries. 

   can also be used in various experimental projects, and only needs to be signed by the tutor, the 

school and the financial party. 

   The overall project plan and complete experimental records, all of which must be archived. 

   Once something goes wrong, Miracle Group will stop providing scholarships and follow up on the 

matter. 

   With the status and influence of Miracle Company today, this warning must be carefully weighed 

by everyone. 

   Once there is something wrong, things will get big! 

   The public opinion and development trend that have finally been reversed, I am afraid that it will 

become worse than before... 

   Besides the source of students, most of them come from this channel to be able to directly work in 

Miracle Company after graduation. 

   But it also made the infamous Western University of Technology more well-known and included 

this school in the application list! 

   After all, whether it is qualifications, gold content, or employment channels, it belongs to the top 

wave. 

  Vulcan Aerospace Exploration Company recruits directly from the school every year, and the 

headquarters of Miracle Company also recruits part of it. 

  I’m not sure, but it’s also an opportunity! 

   Since the education reform, who has been able to enter the ‘985’ ‘211’, which one is not the pride 

of the heavens? 

  Thousands of miles to ride solo, pass five levels and cut six generals before crossing the 1% 

admission line. 

   Which parents can feel that their children are worse than anyone else. 



   All of them are decathlons. I don’t think it’s someone else. I’m sure it’s okay to change to my own 

child. 

   Give it a go, turn a bike into a motorcycle, fight it! 

   As for the authenticity of the news, no one doubts it at all. 

   is not only the degree of cooperation between the two parties, but also the living example of 

Zhang Wei, and the small group within Vulcan known as the ‘Western Engineering Department’. 

   These are all facts in front of us, and they can’t be faked! 

   Besides treatment... 

   There is nothing to fault about, the treatment of Miracle Company is among the best in the world. 

  Vulcan's salary is top in the aerospace field. 

  Miracle Technology Network is top in the IT field. 

   Kuafu is also top in the field of new energy. Even Xinye Semiconductor, which only holds stocks as 

the shopkeeper, has the top treatment in its field... 

   Whatever you lose, you can't lose money and work hard to create value for the company and to be 

a dedicated worker. 

   This is the culture that Miracle Company has repeatedly emphasized, and it is also a traffic topic 

that is often used repeatedly by the media to make a fuss. 

   Whenever a black-hearted boss is exploded, the culture and treatment of Miracle Company will be 

shown repeatedly. 

   Look at the treatment and pattern of others, and then look at you, can you be bigger and stronger? 

   If you don’t go bankrupt, I’m sorry for your black heart, he~tui~ 

   Black-hearted capital dog! 

  What... You said Miracle Company is the capitalist. 

  People make money by their ability... 

  Look at the treatment of others, this is called a capitalist, this is a conscientious entrepreneur. 

   Does it deserve to make money, and is more worthy of people than you? 

   Without the need for the company’s public relations department and network propaganda 

department to come forward, just the employees and their families, as well as the netizens who made 

sense of the matter, turned it over. 

   Miracle Company also uses facts to prove that they will never disappoint those who believe in 

themselves. 



  The company not only provides a large number of internship positions to the matching universities, 

but also fresh graduates who have not been able to stay after the internship. 

   Almost can get a letter of introduction personally issued by the minister, which includes work, 

character and personal evaluation. 

   This letter of introduction for a comprehensive personal evaluation, backed by the golden sign of 

Miracle Company, has a very high gold content in the industry. 

   Only the affiliates and downstream companies of Miracle Company can swallow all these talents. 

   This is the company's biggest advantage. It is no longer a single-handed man. 

   is a beacon surrounded by various elites, industry leaders, or pioneers with outstanding innovation 

in a single field. 

   Today's miracle company is moving the whole body. 

   If it weren't for its main focus on high-end areas, it had not fully intervened in the civilian market. 

   The materials and energy industries will also be devastated by globalization. 

  Of course, this is also related to the inability of popularization of related products, high cost, and 

low output. 

   But this will not shake the position and influence of Miracle Group, but it will be greatly respected 

in the industry. 

   Such a big Buddha, since you know you can't afford it, then you can offer it. 

   Otherwise, the true Buddha will end, everyone has nothing to eat! 

   It is also because of the presence of this awe that fresh graduates with a company introduction 

letter are so popular. 

   No, it's the annual selection day. 

   Today is a big day for deciding on interns to stay, and it is also a stressful day for regular 

employees. 

   After all, this also affects whether the people you value can stay, and who you will cooperate with 

in the future to become colleagues. 

   Gu Yan, as a recruiter, naturally sits on the selection bench. He is also a trainer for newcomers. 

  In the company's internship phase, all new recruits' assignments and work arrangements are all 

made by him alone. 

   The person in the middle is Xu Hao, and the person on the right is the Minister of Personnel. The 

presence of the two makes this selection particularly grand. 

  All the newcomers gathered together and stood in the multifunctional conference room. 



  "First of all, thank you all for your hard work in the past two months, and thank you for the new 

vitality that you have injected into the company. 

   Every time a newcomer comes, I feel that the company is a lot of bustle, even the mentality is 

several years younger, haha..." 

   Xu Hao, who is not very young, seems a bit contradictory to say so. 

   But who made him the CEO of the company, the executive director of the board of directors, is not 

everything right here. 

   "Okay, please be quiet next... Keep a line of two meters away from each other, and the selection is 

about to begin." 

   After everyone calmed down, Xu Hao raised his head and said, "The number of places left this time 

is ten people." 

   Hearing the number of people, a riot broke out immediately below. 

ten people? 

   The number of internships is more than two hundred, only ten people can stay, 20:1...... 

   The selection criteria for excellence is demanding enough. 

   In fact, this is also expected by everyone. Only after layers of screening and selecting the real elite 

can they be worthy of the high treatment given by the company. 

   can be admitted to a double first-class prestigious school, for the first half of his life to be proud of. 

   is a perfect answer sheet for my boyhood, and it ends here! 

   But for real life, they are just immature newcomers who have just stepped into society. 

   A newcomer, faced with the choice of a big company, can he complain about being picky. 

   Seeing that everyone has accepted this fact and calmed down, Xu Hao looked up and said, "Kirin..." 

   A piece of data like a game panel appeared in front of everyone, with basic information such as 

name, age, degree, and contact information on the left. 

   is the comment on the right, and the hexagonal analysis graph in the lower right corner. 

   Honest, trustworthy, stress-resistant, professional, interpersonal, psychological, each has a 

different score. 

   If you observe carefully, you will find that many people have zero interpersonal relationships. 

   Honest and trustworthy draw scores are the highest ~ www.mtlnovel.com~ This is gratifying. 

   At least proves that these future talents will have no problems in life. 

  Professional, the average score can only be described as mediocre, and the specific analysis is also 

listed on everyone's panel. 



   They can find out their own deficiencies and deductions from it, and if someone doubts, they can 

extract the surveillance video confrontation that day. 

  Psychology, the average is the second worst. 

   The overall average is only 0.8. If too many interpersonal people have scored 0 points, the bottom 

is the ‘psychological value’. 

  The more developed the society, the richer the material, the less the spirit, the more vulnerable the 

psychological endurance. 

   has been a good child in the eyes of others since childhood, pride in the mouth of parents, 

relatives and friends praise and admire other people's children. 

   An excellent student in the eyes of the teacher, a master and a **** in the eyes of the classmates. 

   Praise, cheers and flowers will always be by their side, making them gradually lost in it, forgetting 

how painful it is to fail. 

   Take good care and take care of! 

   seems to be powerful on the outside, but in fact it is all imaginary inside. A small blow to the 

society will make you feel bored. 

   A small failure, or a ridicule from a colleague, or a criticism from the boss, may make him go to 

extremes. 

   Such a talent... 

   is worse and sadder than those ‘bad students’ who entered society early and experienced 

tumultuous beatings! 

Chapter 932 RAW: Do not forget the original intention, always have to 

Multi-purpose conference hall! 

   Quietly dropping a needle can be heard on the ground, and everyone's faces are flushed with 

embarrassment. 

   still had a bit of stubborn anger, "This is too bullying!" 

   What is this called, is there any public punishment? 

   It feels like the whole person is cut open, naked in front of classmates, everyone visits and laughs... 

   "Each of you is an outstanding talent in the country, but in terms of psychological construction, I 

have to say... I am very disappointed." 

   "Not only me, but other executives who have seen this evaluation are also disappointed, including 

my leader, the founder of Miracle Group, Mr. Qin Yu." 

   Mentioned this name, the eyes of the students burst into bright light. 

   can become dull and dull right after that! 



   Qin Yu's disappointed face seemed to appear before his eyes, and his eyes were filled with 

indisputable anger and reprimand. 

   dignified high-achieving student, how did he become such a ghostly virtue? 

   "According to regulations, these information cannot be shown to you, but today I made an 

exception to make all the information public, so that you can take a good look. 

   Let others take a good look... This is the youth who is known as the backbone of the future, your 

courage, courage, courage and firm conviction. What about the spirit of fighting for ideals, for a strong 

country, and for dreams? " 

   The heads of the students were lowering and lowering, their fists clenched, and their bodies 

couldn't help but tremble slightly. 

   Everyone feels guilty and uneasy, and the raging anger inside is raging and roaring. 

   When was the future and ideals that I dreamed of when I was admitted to college was obliterated 

and disappeared. 

  They...how did they become like this? 

   "The reason why I want to do this today is not to humiliate anyone, let alone condemn someone 

from the moral high ground. 

   I did this just to let you all see clearly, remember everything that happened today, and recognize 

your own shortcomings. 

   Whether you stay in the miracle in the future, or go out of the miracle, enter the society, or make a 

career yourself. 

   Please bear in mind that you all are the future of my great summer, the backbone of my strong 

country, my comrades in battle, and the role models for my youth. 

   Do more and do more, keep striving for self-improvement, never forget the original intention, and 

always have to..." 

   After talking so much in one breath, Xu Hao paused for a moment, then panted, "Next, Minister 

Yangu will read the list." 

   "Cough~" 

   Yan Gu cleared his throat, allowing the students to wake up from the thoughts of self-reflection. 

   "What should be said, what should not be said, Mr. Xu has said today. It is the expectation for you, 

and it is also a spur to you. 

   I hope that one day, you will be able to talk to Mr. Xu at the Top of the Field Summit, and say to 

him: live up to your youth, live up to yourself! " 

   Under the thoughtful reflection of many students, Yangu read out the list of qualifications this 

time. 



   Whenever someone is named, the expression on his face immediately becomes excited. 

   clenched his fists and let out a low growl to vent his excitement and joy. 

   Others, while hesitating and waiting, expect their name to be called in the next second. 

   "The last one, Beiyi." Yangu finished reading all the lists, closed the booklet, and said, "The rest, 

thank you for your dedication and hard work. 

   Later, you can go to the department where you intern and find the supervisor to issue a letter of 

recommendation. I wish you all a bright future and your dreams come true. " 

   The three leaders stood up and applauded, and the others applauded and smiled. 

   When everyone left the meeting room, Xu Hao languidly fell back and sat in the chair again. 

   "Eh~" sighed, Xu Hao's disappointment was self-evident. 

   "Mr. Xu, the requirements must not be too high, the social atmosphere is slowly changing, and I 

believe that the future will get better and better." 

   Yangu naturally knew that he was still feeling a headache for those analysis data. 

  All data are collected by Kirin during work, combined with the opinions of regular employees and 

direct leaders. 

   It can be said that every piece of data is an extremely responsible comprehensive conclusion. 

   I dare not say 100% accuracy, but at least 95% accuracy. 

   In this case, Xu Hao, who couldn't help but sighed and lost. 

   He thought he would be able to fill at least fifty vacancies this time. 

   For this, I have meetings with various departments to arrange positions, office supplies, and 

various tedious chores. 

   Even the color of the job badge of the new hires takes into account the preferences of young 

people. 

  I was concerned about everything, but in the end, only ten people qualified. 

   "Old saying, don't comfort me." 

   Xu Hao shook his head and raised his spirits: "Here, I have to trouble you to communicate more 

with the matching colleges and universities. The psychological construction cannot be lowered. 

   Without good psychological quality and a big heart, how to deal with difficult and complicated 

work. " 

  "Take the scientific research work in Kuafu, for example, how many people are doing basic work in 

obscurity, day after day, year after year. 

   The most common thing every day is failure, repetition, and failure again..." 



   Xu Hao grabbed the chair and turned around, pointing to the concealed door and said, "I have to 

change it for them. How long can I hold on?" 

"I understand what you mean." 

   Yangu nodded and replied: "I am also communicating with the school in this regard, so that the 

club can carry out more related activities and work." 

   "Well, don't do this again next time, it's too hip." Xu Hao nodded, shook his head again, and left 

with a sigh of disappointment. 

   "This President Xu, he is not very old, but his thoughts are quite deep." 

   Yangu shook his head dumbfoundedly, and walked towards his office. 

   He has to talk to the leaders of the school and make an appointment for everyone to meet for a 

meeting to discuss related matters. 

   Not only is Xu Hao disappointed, but his face and school's face are not good. 

   Since this is the case, everyone should do their best. 

   Strive to change this situation as soon as possible, so that everyone can get a satisfactory result! 

   Several times like this scene, it was not Xu Hao who complained to him, but the accountability of 

the boss Qin Yu. 

   Fortunately, the communication and docking with universities was perfect. 

   No one can find the fault in this regard. As for the overall quality of the students, this is not 

something that Yangu can decide. 

   is not good-looking, but it is not good-looking, but the blame is not on him. 

   Generally speaking, this time his debut debut, his work is done beautifully! 

   No one can single out his fault from this, which is a blessing for Yan Gu in misfortune. 

   represents that he has a firm foothold in the miracle group and has his own prestige and right to 

speak. 

   The position is for you. You may not be able to convince your subordinates, so that the entire team 

can operate efficiently and unite as one. 

   It all depends on the power and abilities of those in power, it's not a playhouse. 

   Is there someone under his hand who is dissatisfied, does not cooperate with work, or makes a 

small mood, so he has to rush to find his father (boss) and cry. 

   What is that? 

   The success of this mission gave him initial trust and respect, and the next work will be easier to 

carry out. 



   also allowed him, who had been busy for half a year, to finally find time to rest for two days. 

   He has had a terrible headache these days, and if he continues to toss like this, if he doesn't 

mention work, he will be gone! 

  ... 

  ... 

   When receiving this new report, Qin Yu was still observing the copy strategy in the projection room 

of the City of Miracles. 

   It's just that there is a beautiful figure beside him. 

   Xu Wanwan, she took the initiative to contact Brother Yu, and it happens that no one warms the 

bed in the town these days. 

   Xu Wanwan's identity is destined that she will not talk too much, and asks Dongwenxi who needs 

Brother Yu to explain. 

   So he asked Lao He to go and pick her up. 

   This decision made Yu Ge reluctant to think about Shu, and successively enjoyed Xu Wanwan's 

gentle and gentle service. 

   From head to toe, there is nothing she can't take care of. 

   It's a comfortable one in my heart! 

  What is enjoyment, this is enjoyment... 

   As for Secretary Xu, she is at work most of the time, so she really doesn't have time to stay by Qin 

Yu and wait for him at all times. 

   As the only M10 of the Miracle Group, her workload is not easy at all. 

   If someone thinks that her job is to hand over documents, serve tea and pour water, open and 

close the door for Qin Yu. 

   squeezing shoulders, selling cuteness, etc., but it's a big mistake. 

   However, after experiencing that day, Qin Yu gave Qilin a brand new order. 

   All members of M9 and above, when they have abnormal behaviors, immediately report to 

themselves. 

  Emotion is the most uncontrollable, and it is also the magical power that can easily make a person 

completely transformed. 

   Qin Yu must take some precautions. His mother taught him from an early age: You must not have a 

heart to harm others, and you must not have a heart to defend against others! 

   The human heart is the most good, the human heart is the evil, and the human heart is the most 

fickle and unpredictable! 



   Even if it is Brother Yu who is on the hook, before the other party becomes a [mad believer], he 

dare not say that he can truly understand all the thoughts of someone. 

   "Boss, they stopped." 

   Xu Wanwan had been paying attention to the projection in front of him, and noticed that all six 

players had stopped, and quickly reminded him. 

   This was specifically explained by Qin Yu, and told him once the player stopped. 

   "Well, there seems to be a discovery." Qin Yu put down the report in his hand and cast his eyes 

forward, "Kirin, unfold the map." 

   The projected picture began to have a sense of hierarchy, and the involved scenes expanded and 

strengthened. 

   Soon, the complex landscape of rugged rocks appeared before my eyes. 

   Qin Yu walked back and forth between the projections alone, observing the place that caused the 

player to stop. 

"here…" 

   Seeing Baozi launching his shoulder cannon, aiming at the hairy mountain in the forward direction 

to attack, Qin Yu also locked their target. 

   In an explosion, the Changmao Mountain fell to the ground, exposing the hollow underground 

corridor. 

   "Qin, I found it." Qilin. 

   "Did they really find the mineral vein?" Qin Yu asked with a surprised expression. 

   "Yes, according to the latest deep scan graphics and conclusions drawn from the preliminary scan, 

the estimated reserves of the veins are more than 7 billion tons." 

   This conclusion made Brother Yu laugh out loud, stretched out his hand to put the dazed Xu 

Wanwan in his arms, and lowered his head to kiss her lips. 

   "Ah~ Boss, congratulations~" Xu Wanwan gasped and congratulated him. 

   Although she still doesn't quite understand, what happened? 

   How much influence did this incident have on Qin Yu and his company? What a great benefit and 

change it represents. 

   But at least she knows that Qin Yu is very happy now. 

   For Xu Wanwan, that's enough! 

   Seeing the excited look of the boss, in order to calm him down, Xu Wanwan felt that it was time for 

him to go. 

   I only drank some thick soup at noon, although it was sticky. 



   One afternoon, I should be hungry now... 

Chapter 933 MTL: Precious 

With Xu Wanwan's company, time flies quickly for Brother Yu. 

The time of a stick of incense, it will be dark! 

Xu Wanwan, who only drank some soup at noon, was quite delicious this time. 

"Hiccup, hiccup~" 

The hiccups made Xu Wanwan feel embarrassed, which was too embarrassing. 

"take it easy." 

Qin Yu looked at her and smiled: "Take a deep breath, you have to work hard~" 

"Okay, hold back, swallow, swallow...until you can't hold it!" 

Seeing Xu Wanwan's face gradually reddening, he finally breathed out a breath of crazy "wow". 

Qin Yu patted her on the back and said, "How about it, okay?" 

"Hey, it's really good." Xu Wanwan said in surprise. 

"...Go, take you around." Qin Yu took her and walked out. 

After coming for two days, she had no chance to get out of the room except when she came in that day. 

"The railcar can take you to any place in the town. There is a park... Behind is the dormitory area, which 

is provided to employees working here for free. 

To the west is the living area, where there is a canteen... Supermarkets and restaurants run by the 

family members of the staff. There is a small noodle shop that is particularly delicious. Would you like to 

try it? " 

"No, they can support it." Xu Wanwan said coquettishly, touching her lower abdomen. 

"Support? It seems that you lack exercise, let's change place." Boarding the rail car, Qin Yu activated the 

administrator authority. 

The address that was previously in gray lights up with a green light, and set off, great explorer! 

… 

… 

In mid-August, three consecutive days of heavy rain cast a cloud of panic over the northwestern region. 

The abandoned city and many other towns sounded the red warning, and the Ministry of Defense sent 

troops to station in order to make preparations for emergency rescue and flood fighting. 

Many roads were flooded. Yamen and leaders at all levels issued emergency notices: stay away from 

low-lying places and stay in high-lying places. 



If your family lacks conditions, go to friends, relatives, hotels or companies, and designated refuge areas. 

In short, safety is the most important thing! 

Qin Yu's house has been extremely lively these two days. 

Auntie, auntie, and uncle's whole family are here. 

The manor is high, surrounded by vegetation, open and safe, and has a reservoir as large as Nanhu Lake. 

There is no need to worry about safety at all. The three families who received the notice naturally came 

here to feel more at ease. 

Fortunately, there are enough rooms at home, Qin Yu purchases a lot of supplies in advance, and also 

delivers orders to Nanhu for takeout, so there is no need to worry about food and accommodation! 

The four families get together, peace of mind and not boring... 

Drinking tea, dancing, playing mahjong, karaoke and watching movies, anyway, it's not good! 

As for Brother Yu himself, he has been staying at the headquarters these days and is responsible for 

supervising the progress of Vulcan. 

Bai Ze has urged it three times, wanting Vulcan to deliver a King Kong-class spacecraft as soon as 

possible, so that he can have a good relationship with him. 

You must know that this immigrant gift is not only an open Vulcan plan. 

There is also the Flintlock Project that is not public... 

Explore other life that may exist in the universe and find the truth about the origin of mankind! 

This is the purpose of the Suiren Project. 

The Flintlock will take off with the immigrant ship, but after reaching Mars, it will fly to the outer river 

with a gravitational slingshot. 

As for the reliability of this plan, the difficulties it will face in the future and the various problems that 

may arise during the flight. 

How to ensure the unity and harmony of the personnel during the long-term mission of the spacecraft’s 

manned and material quantities? 

In short, it has nothing to do with Brother Yu. 

All he needs to do is the same, to deliver the spaceship to Bai Ze in the most perfect state. 

Then provide it with the required intelligent control assistance system, and train plan members how to 

drive the Suiren. 

Originally, Lao Bai said that he was going to pay tuition, two million per person, and five people per 

crew, for a total of 10 million. 



Qin Yu directly exempted him, asking for money for anything, making him the same as Zhou Papi who 

was asking for money. 

You definitely can’t ask for money, that... I heard that there have been batches of Dongfeng going to be 

eliminated recently, and the expiration date has passed. 

"..." 

When Bai Ze heard this, the big tendons in his head jumped straight. 

Dongfeng equipment is after the opening, it has not expired, it has not expired... 

Brother Yu completely ignored Bai Ze's complaint. 

What are you talking nonsense with a ‘microphone’, hurry up and spread the word, there’s so much 

drama! 

Looking back on the arrival of this batch, make a change and install it on the creators who have entered 

the "Star Gate", so that they can feel more at ease. 

If the firepower is not enough, I always feel like I owe something in my heart. 

The mineral vein has been found, and the tasks of the six players have been successfully completed, and 

each of them has received 5 million cash rewards. 

The World's No. 1 Martial Arts Conference has also announced a smooth end. As for whether the ‘Star 

Gate’ copy will be fully opened in the later stage. 

The Network Department is discussing, Qin Yu is also considering... 

Now, the Xiewu of the Network Department is responsible for the mining of the silver and ink veins, and 

a group of people who have signed a confidentiality agreement are recruited to enter the ‘Star Gate’ to 

be responsible for the digging. 

The outside transportation is handled by the [Creator] and the Life Number. 

Nowadays, the world is in chaos. Without the bald eagle, the world policeman, the ups and downs of the 

Life only need to be reported to the domestic authorities. 

The ownership of the moon base is known to both sides through Bai Ze, and it is an open secret. 

So, there is nothing to hide! 

As for public opinion, under the manual review system... 

Today, the output of silver ink raw ore is 1,000 kilograms per person per day, and about 100 to 120 

kilograms of silver ink can be extracted. 

These silver inks took the lead in repairing and strengthening the "Altar Room", especially the broken 

door that was used to make life. 

Two isolation doors are installed on the original basis, and radiation detection must be carried out when 

entering and exiting, which fundamentally eliminates the risk of pollution. 



The rest is added to the titanium rhodium alloy to change the paint for the creator! 

One of the biggest features of titanium rhodium alloy is that it has strong neutralization and 

compatibility. 

The titanium-rhodium alloy coating with ‘silver ink’ added to the original basis completely isolates the 

radiation source. 

And, the effect is stronger than using silver ink alone. 

This is a pleasant surprise, and the interior and exterior of the altar room are also spray-brushed and 

reinforced with a new titanium-rhodium alloy coating. 

The most urgent existential crisis has been lifted, and the remaining problems have just begun to 

emerge. 

Everything is in orderly progress, and the rainstorm warning of the abandoned city is lifted on the sixth 

day. 

Although it caused considerable losses to low-lying areas, there were no casualties under effective 

precautions in advance. 

The Miracle Group also joined the post-disaster reconstruction as soon as the rainstorm ended, and sent 

warm actions to the victims. 

A large amount of funds flowed to the platform, and a steady stream of materials were shipped from 

the nearest warehouse. 

Miracle staff are also organizing to go to the disaster-stricken area to help the victims rebuild their 

homes! 

During the period, Xing Tian, controlled by a white man, attracted a lot of attention and attention, and 

everyone was curious about this first appearance of the ‘foreign’ face. 

"Hello... Hi, do you speak Daxia?" A reporter dashed forward on the muddy water, stopping Mark before 

he was about to leave. 

"Hello, I am a frontline reporter from Sanqin, can I interview you?" 

Standing in front of Mark wearing the [Xingtian] exoskeleton mecha, the head of the female reporter 

can only reach below his chest. 

She looked like a little girl facing a loving father, well-behaved, pitiful, and loving. 

Looking down at the woman in front of him, Mark responded indifferently after a few seconds of 

silence: "I'm just an ordinary employee." 

"You can speak Daxia." The reporter's expression brightened and he hurriedly asked: "Then how did you 

join Miracle Company, everyone is very curious!" 

Seeing the astonishment on Mark's face, the female reporter went on to say: "From what is currently 

known, you are the first foreign employee. 



I think the audience in front of the screen is very curious, what made the miracle choose you, is it 

because you have some special talent? " 

Mark blinked and responded calmly: "Sorry, I need me..." 

As soon as the voice fell, the heavy mecha started again and rushed forward under Mark's control. 

The splashing mud water sprayed the female reporter all over, and amid her screams, the camera was 

aimed at the red brick building in front. 

After being attacked by mountain torrents and being eroded by days of torrential rains, the originally 

crooked buildings have become more inclined. 

During the previous interview, a huge crack suddenly appeared in the middle of the building, and it 

spread quickly to both sides. 

When someone spotted an exclamation of ‘hide’, the bricks on the third floor, mixed with a large 

amount of mud poured into the house, crashed down. 

The eldest daughter of the host family who was evacuating below heard the movement, and the 

moment she turned her head, she instinctively hugged the child in her arms, bent her knees and 

squatted... 

At that moment, her only thought was to support her own child. 

"Be careful~" 

"what!" 

It was too fast. When the surrounding volunteers and soldiers found out, the floor had already fallen 

from the air. 

No matter how helpless and unwilling, it is too late to save people. 

Seeing that the young mother and child were about to be pressed down by the slabs and mud, the 

violent vibrations came in vain with the howling wind. 

The strong steel robotic arm swung up suddenly, and the stone slab that fell the fastest was knocked 

out, [Xing Tian] turned around like a brilliant dancer. 

The huge figure stood behind the mother and daughter, leaning forward and propping up with both 

hands. 

[Xing Tian] turned into a steel dome, holding up the last ray of hope for the weak mother and daughter 

in despair! 

"...Quickly, UU reading www.uukanshu.com, take it, Master Wang, have you taken it?" 

The female reporter who was splashed with mud and mud on her face asked excitedly. 

"Take it, it's all taken." Master Wang, who was carrying the camera, nodded with excitement. 



"My friends, I think everyone has seen the scene that happened just now. At this moment, my body is 

trembling. I don't know what language to use to describe the excitement and gratitude in my heart... 

and the trembling fear! " 

"At this moment, I think everyone, like me, understands. Mark, this strong, silent and reliable foreign 

man, why can be favored by miracles. 

Now, allow me to say to Mark on behalf of everyone...Thank you, Mark. " 

The camera shows the [Xing Tian] controlled by Mark, who opened the gravel and mud on his shoulders, 

revealing the mother and daughter who were kneeling in the mud and laughing and crying. 

The hostess rushed to the mother and daughter with tears, and was so incoherent that he wanted to 

kneel down to thank Mark. 

The smiling face that kept wiping tears left a deep impression. 

Opposite him, Mark, in a ‘steel uniform’, was as cold and silent as before, dragging the male host with 

both hands so that he could not kneel down. 

The slightly upward arc represents how happy his mood is. 

Salvation is a kind of power! 

It transcends all words and has incredible abilities. 

It makes people feel that the most primitive touch and beauty are precious to the ‘resurrected’ Mark! 

"He saved a family and got the friendship and respect of Daxia. Today, we all remember the same name, 

Mark. 

I hope he can be happy every day in Daxia, and I believe this is also the most sincere blessing from 

everyone! " 

Chapter 934: A dazzling array of heaven, happiness is boundless 

 

With the miracle deliberately weakening public opinion, there are still enthusiastic responses on the 

Internet. 

With the overwhelming propaganda, Mark, the first foreign employee, has attracted attention from all 

walks of life. 

People are grateful to him for his decisiveness and calmness at the critical moment. 

Let countless people shout "Handsome blown up..." 

But in it, there were also several negative comments. 

"Kneel to a foreigner, what's your backbone?" 

"Even to thank a white dog and throw it into Daxia's face." 



Below is the overwhelming mad spray, this time even Jianxian didn't have to wash. 

Instead, stand firmly on the side of the majority of netizens and launch a clarion call to charge NT! 

"CNMD, I really didn't curse, I was just expressing excitement." 

"Isn't CNMD a missile defense system? How can it be called a curse?" 

"CNMD is my most cordial greeting!" 

"Don't say that Mark helped to kneel, he should be kneeling. He saved the man's life. If the tragedy does 

happen, how can he survive." 

"So cute little girl, this kneeling shows the responsibility of a man, a gratitude, and a father's deep love." 

"It's my wife and child. I'll be an ancestor for him. Don't tell me a foreigner. He is the savior of my 

family." 

"The tears are running, there are children who can't see this. I just want to say something good, foreign 

friend Mark, I have written down this love." 

"Master Daxia has a clear-cut grievance and grievances, and I have accepted this kindness from Daxia." 

"Daxia welcomes friends like you, Mark, and hope you have a happy life in Daxia." 

The one-sided public opinion made Mark known to everyone and became a celebrity on the Internet. 

There are so many invitations for interviews every day, and the Miracle Group has to respond to them. 

"Because of the special position of Captain Mark, he cannot answer your questions positively. Thank you 

again for your concern for him. 

What Captain Mark did was to do his best to the conscience that an ordinary person should have. I 

believe that any capable person present at the time would make the same choice as him. " 

"Miracles thank the general public for their care and love. We will continue to move forward and be a 

socially responsible enterprise." 

Seeing the positive public opinion under the new announcement, Qin Yu smiled with satisfaction. 

Xu Meixin also smiled and said: "The public opinion has been very positive this time, and it has also 

played a positive role in promoting the company." 

"Well, let Mark keep a low profile, his identity is not suitable for being too high profile." Qin Yu said. 

"Okay." Xu Meixin nodded in response, and then continued: "In addition, some people in the Bald Eagle 

questioned Mark's identity." 

"Oh!" This was in Qin Yu's expectation. After all, Mark was a serving non-commissioned officer in his 

service. 

Now suddenly appearing in Miracle Company and making such a big news will definitely arouse some 

people's attention. 



"Never deny it, they have nothing they can do except talk about it." Qin Yu responded jokingly. 

"Yes, besides... the person in charge of the last bombing has been extradited to Smecta." 

"Daisy here?" Qin Yu raised his brows and said with a playful expression. 

"Yes." 

Seeing the boss's presumptuous smile, Xu Meixin silently prayed for her in her heart. 

I believe that in Daisy's heart, the boss has no doubt with the devil. 

"Send Mark to pick her up and bring people." Qin Yu ordered. 

The little game with Daisy was very fun, this time, what kind of performance will she have. 

Give everything for the bald eagle and suffer inhuman torture. 

Now that she has been abandoned like trash, she must feel very desperate. Will that loyalty continue? 

One release is the torture of the enemy, the other release is the renunciation and betrayal of the loyalty 

organization. 

Who should she give her hatred? 

Smecta, Daisy, who was detained in a special prison, sat on a hard board with a dull face. 

The original smart eyes looked dim and dull, like a walking corpse. 

When she arrived in Smecta and was captured on the spot, her heart was already dead. 

She was given up and betrayed by the organization, and Daisy knew the problem immediately. 

Without the approval of the organization, how could Smecta know her travel time clearly. 

They guarded at a fixed joint and captured it. There is only one explanation: this is the authorization of 

the organization. 

This is a transaction, and the content of the transaction and the bargaining chips are exactly oneself! 

Next, what kind of situation will she face. 

Daisy didn't know yet, but she knew it would not be a good thing. 

Click~ 

There was a noise from the door outside the prison, and Daisy's sluggish eyes returned to focus, and she 

stared calmly at the open iron door. 

When Mark's face came into view, Daisy breathed a sigh of relief for some reason. 

White, at least a white! 

In other words, this transaction does not involve the East, which is the biggest good news for Daisy. 

But then, the two eastern faces behind Mark made her heart fall into the bottom in an instant. 



"Thank you for your help, we took them away." The two went forward to grab Daisy and replaced her 

with a new lock. 

Then, under the leadership of Mark, all the way through the prison, to the carriage on the square. 

"Who are you? Where are you taking me?" Daisy who was pushed into the car wanted to struggle. 

But her locks were firmly locked behind her back, making all the struggles into vain. 

"You'll know when you get there." The two smiled barely, and the car drove forward quickly. 

When the sci-fi flying machine appeared, all Daisy's hopes and flukes were reduced to despair and 

helplessness! 

It's that man...He's here again. 

Half an hour later, Daisy saw again the devil's face that had awakened her countless times at midnight. 

And the woman beside him is actually the pride of the bald eagle, mildew! 

"Hi, Daisy." 

Stroking the moldy long legs with his hand, Qin Yu said with a smile: "I said, we will see you soon." 

"...The devil!" Daisy gritted her teeth. 

However, her body began to tremble uncontrollably, and the fear reflected in the soul made her feel 

scared of Qin Yu from the heart. 

This man is like a lingering ghost, haunting himself forever. 

What is he going to do, why can't he let himself go! 

Daisy has regretted it, why did she oppose him... 

"Let me go, I can ask the organization to revoke the plan against you." Daisy said, thinking she was 

strong. 

But her strong disguise and fearful heart have long been seen through by Qin Yu... 

"Oh, it seems that the Bald Eagle has a new plan." Qin Yu said indifferently: "It's okay, I'm looking 

forward to it!" 

"Actually, I am currently missing a suitable excuse to start." Qin Yu's words surprised Daisy. 

He had long guessed that the organization would not stop there. In response to the last bombing case, 

he had not taken any action to create the image of his victim? 

Therefore, he did it deliberately. 

This is a trap, he is waiting for the organization to make another move. 

In this way, there is a legitimate reason to attack the organization and the bald eagle... 



The inner police sirens resounded like thunder, but Daisy could only sit in a chair, struggling 

incompetently and furiously. 

But deep in my heart, but with a bit of gloating joy! 

Haha, the organization thought that surrendering himself would calm his anger and buy them enough 

time to change the situation. 

Plan a more secret attack plan, hahaha, stupid idiot. 

They don't know yet, they have fallen into a trap. 

Although I don't know what this man will do, the next attack will definitely fail, and the bald eagle will be 

unable to quibble. 

When… 

"Huh? Why are you still wearing handcuffs, quickly open it, Ms. Daisy is a guest, not a prisoner." 

Qin Yu asked her to open the lock for her, and said with Daisy's puzzled and panic expression: "Take Ms. 

Daisy to take a bath, let her experience the northern bathhouse culture, and then take her to have a 

good rest... She looks tired ." 

"Ms. Daisy, please here." Mark made a request indifferently. 

Looking back at Qin Yu, and then at Mark beside her, Daisy considered the possibility of escape. 

Decisively choose to leave with Mark, at least she does not need to face the smiling devil again. 

When Daisy left, the moldy who had been quiet said suddenly, "That's how you treat a lovely lady?" 

"Cute?" Qin Yu asked in surprise: "Do you have any misunderstandings about her? When necessary, her 

legs can hang a lion." 

"How could it be possible?" said Mould obviously in disbelief. 

"Now!" 

Qin Yu handed her the file at hand, "Look at this, a senior CIA agent, killing is as easy as drinking water 

for her." 

After flipping through the information in his hand, moldy eyes turned around and the file was still aside, 

and he put his arm around him and changed the subject: "My dear, I also want to check it out in the 

copy." 

"What are you looking at? There is nothing anywhere, and the event has ended." Qin Yu responded with 

a smile. 

"Those equipment...they are not equipment, but simulation robots, right?" Mildly asked with blinking 

eyes. 

"Yes." Qin Yu admitted generously. 

[Creator] is about to debut and enter the civilian market. 



It is widely used in rescue and disaster relief and industrial hazard fields. UU reading 

www.uukanshu.com will be around this month. 

Therefore, there is no need to keep confidential. 

"I knew... I wanted it. I needed a bodyguard and a babysitter. Do you have civilian programming?" 

"Yes...you really want them, they are expensive." Qin Yu said jokingly. 

"what?" 

Mildew pretended to be arrogant and smiled and said: "You actually talked about money with me, I'm 

mildew..." 

He grabbed his hand and put it on his lap, shaking his head freely and freely, his eyes charmingly said: 

"Now what? Can we continue to talk?" 

A 180cm mold has a pair of beautiful legs worth 40 million dollars. 

I want to ask how happy it is to have such a pair of beautiful legs... 

Brother Yu can only say that he can't describe it in simple words. 

The dazzling array of heaven, happiness is boundless! 

Maybe it can reflect a little bit of happiness. As for the real happiness, only Brother Yu can experience it. 

For the mildew, Yu Ge only commented on "God's darling." 

Not only her voice, figure and looks. 

And skin... 

Generally speaking, Westerners have rough skin. 

For example, the skin of Westerners is like old tofu, while the skin of Easterners is like soft tofu. 

But this is not absolute, just like mildew! 

Her skin texture can be described as delicate, and the so-called problem of large pores does not exist on 

her. 

That face was so perfect that it couldn't be fussy, even the mole on it was just right. 

This woman is so perfect that even by Brother Yu's standards, she is impeccable. 

Except for her somewhat creative character and deep desire for love. 

Deep down in my heart, Mildew is still an arrogant child who longs for love and care... 

Chapter 935: Why should giants care about ants 

 

   In the process of Qin Yu discussing with Momyie, her beautiful legs are not worth a [creator]. 



  Mark also took Daisy to the company’s public bathhouse. It will be working time and the bathhouse 

is not open yet. 

   "Captain Mark." The caretaker of the bathhouse nodded politely, and looked at Daisy who was 

following him with a strange look. 

   "Well, open the door, and the boss asked me to take her to take a bath." Mark said coldly. 

   "Okay." The fat woman stepped forward to open the door, and watched the two walk into the 

bathhouse. 

  What's this, you want to pick up girls? 

   However, thinking that it was the boss's order, the fat woman stopped studying. 

   Instead, the door was locked from the outside again to prevent someone from accidentally 

breaking in. 

   Since it was the boss's order, there must be a deeper reason, blind worship and trust. 

   Even the aunt of the bathhouse caretaker became more thoughtful and began to lean towards 

Dihua. 

   In the bathhouse, watching Mark standing cold by the wall, Daisy asked, "You just stand like this." 

   "Do you want me to help you?" Mark responded with a cold face. 

   "..." Daisy was choked and couldn't speak, tearing open her shirt angrily. 

   When there was only three-point pose left, Daisy put her hand on the bra and hesitated, but finally 

did not choose to continue taking it off. 

   Looking at Mark's face, which is colder than Wannian Bingberg, I believe that this will not make 

him react in any way. 

   But why does his face make him feel familiar. 

   walked into the bathhouse and looked at the shower heads in the rows of cubicles, with various 

toiletries beside them. 

   These are still normal, but wait until she sees the stone bench, the washstand, the sprinkler, the 

shaving knife, the bath... 

   "Is this a swimming pool?" Daisy asked, pointing to the clear water. 

   Mark, who was standing by the wall like a wood, did not respond, and Daisy was not surprised. 

   He must be a monster whose brain has been sliced! ! 

   Daisy, who was slandering in her heart, suddenly flashed a glimmer of light in her mind, and then 

she looked at Mark's eyes full of astonishment. 

   "It's you." Daisy stood up suddenly and pointed at Mark, "You are Mark...Aren't you dead?" 



  Mark was silent, but Daisy kept staring at him, showing a stubbornness not to give up. 

   "The former Mark is dead, and the current Mark is only one of the members of Miracle Company." 

   "I remember you were sent to meet the BlackRock executives, what happened?" Daisy who got the 

response wanted to know more. 

  Mark lowered his head and did not speak any more, but the picture of that day appeared in his 

mind. 

   He was contaminated by radiation and fell into a confrontation with Chaos, unable to fight. 

   Then Shi Cui fell from the sky, and easily eliminated the mutants, and took away Fink and himself, 

who was struggling with pollution. 

   Every moment is vividly remembered, as if it happened yesterday. 

   Mark, who was struggling with pollution, only knew that he was taken to a secret base. 

   Then, a series of experiments happened to me. 

   Various strange nouns were imprinted in his mind when he was repeatedly unconscious and 

awake, until he gained control over his body again. 

  He is no longer who he used to be! 

  "You have been radiated by chaos, and you have resisted its erosion with strong willpower. 

   But if there is no treatment, there will only be two in the end. Either in the resistance, the head 

explodes. Otherwise, they will become chaotic minions. " 

   "What did you do?" In the face of Shi Cui, Mark asked calmly with the fear and awe from his heart. 

   "We give you a new life, a brand-new and powerful body." Shi Cui smiled slightly and placed his 

right hand in front of him. 

  In Shi Choi's smile, his fingers turned into a flowing black liquid like melted chocolate. 

   Then under Mark's incredulous gaze, it condensed into a disgusting tentacle. 

   "The combination of radiation and supernatural genes, a new evolutionary direction... You, me, are 

the future of mankind." 

   Thinking of the enthusiasm on Shi Cui's face that day, Mark muttered in confusion, "This monster... 

really has a future?" 

   "What did you say?" Mark's voice was awakened instantly by the sound at hand. 

   instinctively grabbed forward, and Daisy who was close to him was picked up by the neck. 

   slap~ 

   slapped his arm hard, Daisy gasped in pain: "Let go, let me go!" 



  咚. 

   Released her palm, and Daisy fell to the ground as she was about to suffocate. 

  Mark still stood calmly and coldly, without any thought of lifting her up. 

   Lying on the ground coughing hard, Daisy raised her head and angrily rebuked: "You lunatic, **** 

running dog..." 

   "It looks like you have already washed it." Mark pulled the towel next to her and left it on her 

body. 

   "Now, I'll take you to rest." The cold tone and behavior made Daisy unable to refute. 

   At this moment, Daisy gave up completely, the same white person might be able to convince him 

of the ridiculous idea of helping herself. 

  ... 

  ... 

   "Don't you worry that Mark will let her go?" In the room, moldy asked curiously on the downed 

sofa. 

   A pair of long legs was placed on Qin Yu's body, and the dance was swaying. 

   "Mark?" 

   Qin Yu smiled confidently: "He belongs to a miracle...Unless the world is destroyed, no one can 

shake his loyalty." 

   "Why can you be so confident." My moldy eyes rolled, and he said in disagreement: "Excessive 

self-confidence will only cause trouble." 

   "When you have absolute power, you will no longer worry about who will betray." Qin Yu clenched 

his fists and said with a pointed smile. 

   As the second successful experiment of "Chaotic Radiation and Super God Gene Fusion", Mark's 

ability and identity are naturally valued. 

   But it is limited to this. For Qin Yu or Miracle Company, it is no big deal to lose him. 

  Because, only Shi Cui is really valuable. 

   And he is just a dispensable experiment, UU reading www.uukanshu. Com only kept Shi Cui in the 

company based on his preference for the "first child". 

   And let him serve as the first captain of the Rapid Response Team (RRT), giving him the 

corresponding trust and authority. 

   can also be Shi Cui's stand-in, concealing Shi Cui's true ability and strength when necessary. 



   pushed everything to Mark, and Shi Cui is still the gentle researcher and one of the company's 

important scientific research leaders. 

betray? 

   The [creator] sprayed with a new titanium-rhodium alloy coating is the real killer. Compared with 

it, Mark is fragile like an ant. 

   Do giants need to care about the feelings of ants, and their thoughts and behaviors? 

   When it gets in your way, just pinch it to death. 

  Before this, whether it was a leap, a provocation, or a hero who thought he could be a challenge to 

a giant. 

   is not important to giants, when will giants care about ants' thoughts? 

   The system, the unicorn, the creator, and the control over the fleet are Qin Yu's real support and 

killer. 

   The rest are just additional side-offs! 

  As long as he masters these core forces, even if he loses all his shares in Miracle Company, his 

words and deeds will still be regarded as truth. 

   Because the truth is only within range. 

   And Qin Yu held the firing switch of the world's largest caliber and most lethal cannon. 

Chapter 936 English RAW: Nothing card 

   After experiencing three consecutive hours of happiness, Qin Yu was put to sleep by mildew. 

   Her beautiful legs are worthy of Yu Ge's investment. A household robot will be delivered to her 

home in Hudu. 

  Although it has not been mass-produced, it is possible to change the existing model. 

   Brother Yu is thinking about whether to manually debug a few sets first, and try the effect for 

himself. 

   Collect life data to make  and behaviors more in line with civilian use and closer to life. 

   The company headquarters can be used as a pilot, using intelligent robots to eliminate some highly 

repetitive jobs. 

   This is a good idea. After Yu Ge summed it up, he asked Qilin to send it to Xu Hao and Xu Meixin, so 

that they could discuss the feasibility first. 

  The materials can be simplified, and the civilian version naturally does not need to be made of 

expensive synthetic metals such as titanium and rhodium alloys. 

  In terms of energy, the battery pack is more reasonable, simpler, and safer. 



   The price will naturally come down, and there are new orders for the battery. 

  Materials and accessories can also feed a group of factories, which is a stimulus to the entire 

market. 

   "The address was sent to you." Moyou sent the address to Thaksin Wechat. 

   Because of his long stay in Daxia, Moyu rented a high-end apartment in Lujiazui. 

   Qin Yu suggested that she buy it, but Momo thinks it is more cost-effective to rent. 

   glanced at the address, it's a nice neighborhood. 

   "I really don't plan to buy it, I'll pay for it." Brother Yu still thinks that buying a house will make you 

feel more at ease. 

   The lease is always someone else’s, and it feels like borrowing and being under the fence. 

   In this regard, his thinking is rather old-fashioned. 

   "Don't be like an old antique, your thoughts are so old-fashioned. I don't feel comfortable living, I 

can change it at any time. 

   can also experience different block culture and decoration style, this is the best. " 

   was said to be an old antique by mildew, brother Yu could only smile bitterly and shut up. 

   Going on, I should be compared with her grandfather. 

   "If you like it... or should the concert be held as scheduled?" 

   She will have 32 concerts next year, all over the cities and prefectures, the schedule is very busy, 

and there is no time to be a teenager with internet addiction! 

   From the end of this month, we will start to prepare. 

   "Yes, I always have to make money to support my family. I can lose my family. I also have the hope 

of my fans. I don't want to let them down." 

   Mildew said with some dismay, life during this period is too comfortable. 

   is so comfortable that she is about to forget who she is... 

   Now, she wants to leave the warm comfort zone, no amount of reluctance and nostalgia can not 

make her change her mind. 

   "I respect your choice." Qin Yu said. 

   "Is it to respect my choice, or to save more time and be happy?" Mr. Mo raised his eyebrows. 

   "That's my image in your mind?" 

   "It's actually worse..." 

   Mildew laughed: "Do you think I haven't seen those lace gossip gossip?" 



   "Then it's Daxia language..." 

   "Thanks to science and technology, for bringing your own translation." 

  Hey~ 

   Brother Yu smiled, this girl is good at linguistics...very rhyming. 

   After laughing, Momy put his head on his chest and asked quietly, "You will marry an Oriental 

woman, right?" 

   "Maybe, hiss..." 

   Perceiving the force on the white teeth biting in his chest, Qin Yu showed an expression of pain in 

cooperation. 

   and terminate the repair and protection instructions of nanoworms, so that the teeth bite marks 

appear on the chest smoothly. 

   raised his head, Momy pulled off his collar, saw the deep bite mark on his chest, and touched it 

distressedly with his hand. 

   "It hurts, isn't it?" The mildew expression was complicated. 

   "It's okay... a mark of love?" Qin Yu frowned and smiled. 

   Mildew looked at him apologetically, and said stubbornly: "It's punishment!" 

   then softened his tone and said softly: "Grandma said that the memory of pain is longer than 

happiness. I want you to always remember this scar. Every time you see it, you will think of me..." 

   Looking at her innocent expression, Brother Yu nodded and agreed. 

   is very embarrassed, scars? 

   As long as you give up the command, it will heal in the next second. 

   Your request, it’s a bit of a strong man to lock a man! 

  ...Knowing that he has wrapped up a sea, the proud queen is willing to wrong herself. 

   Brother Yu has already taken a big advantage. He just left a mark on his chest. Is it too much? 

   "Cancel the scar healing instruction on the body surface." Yu Ge said silently in his heart. 

   As a man, he doesn't have any scar medals on his body, which is a bit unreasonable. 

   really affects the value of the face, and then specify the scar removal. 

   "I will keep it forever." After receiving his promise, Moyu left with a contented smile. 

On the 26th, Qin Yu drove to Lu Qing's house and personally drove her back to Xiawa Village. 

   "You drive carefully on the road, Qingqing, remember to tell your mother when you get there." 



"Um." 

   "Xiaoyu, you too, stay overnight too late, driving at night is not safe." 

   "Okay, Auntie...Then we are going." Qin Yu agreed with a smile, waving to the second old man to 

block the start. 

   "Is the company busy?" Lu Qing asked casually on the way. 

   The holidays are not busy, Qin Yu will come to see herself every day after get off work, eat, chat, 

go shopping, and watch movies. 

   But for the past few days, he hasn’t heard anything from him... 

   I'll mention it, only to find that Lu Qing didn't take the initiative to contact him. 

   "Well, it's the end of the month, there are more things." 

   "October 1, will two spacecraft set off to Mars?" 

"Will do." 

   "Time is too late?" 

   "It's too late, the spacecraft is ready, and the crew is currently learning to adapt." 

"Oh!" 

   Lu Qing nodded, and suddenly took out a small box: "This is for you." 

   "What is it?" Qin Yu started driving, motioning her to put it in the armrest box first. 

   "Nothing card, keep it safe." 

   Putting the box in the armrest, Lu Qing said, "Go back and remember to bring it. I asked the monk 

of Dacien Temple to open it." 

   "Open the light?" 

   Thinking that she hadn't even had a phone call these days, Qin Yu asked, "Did you go to guard it 

yourself?" 

   Lu Qing smiled softly: "I don't worry, what if the master is lazy?" 

   Holding her hand, Qin Yu asked again: "How long has it been guarded?" 

   "...Three days." Lu Qing lowered his head with a guilty conscience. 

   She knew she didn't tell her, Qin Yu would definitely ask her parents when she went back, so she 

might as well tell the truth. 

   "Fool, don't do such a fool next time." 

   Qin Yu squeezed her hand tightly, and said distressedly: "This kind of thing is just fine, I don't 

believe in Buddhism." 



   "I don't believe it either!" Lu Qing said with a smile. 

   "Then you still go?" Qin Yu glanced at her accusingly. 

   "I believe that sincerity is the spirit. The master must be very sincere after reciting sutras for so 

many years. 

   The three masters take turns reciting the blessings, which is definitely useful. "Lu Qing said surely. 

   Looking at her serious look, Brother Yu drove the car into the service area. 

   Stop, Qin Yu picked up the box and opened it. 

   Gao Bingqing's Nothing Card is printed in front of the eye, and the thread on it is repeatedly woven 

with rod thread. 

   Three rosary beads of different colors, one on the top of the innocent card, and two on the left and 

right sides of the perforation. 

   "These three rosary beads were removed from the hand beads used by the three masters for 

chanting, one for each." 

Only when 1080 pieces are worn in a string can they be called a rosary. 

   And this kind of rosary in Buddhism can only be worn and held by a very small number of monks 

and people of high status. 

   Rosary beads not only represent the identity, but also the interpretation and sustenance of the 

eminent monk's practice of Buddhism. 

1080 represents one hundred and eight defilements in the ten realms, which together form one 

thousand and eighty defilements. 

   Holding a rosary to reciting the Buddha's sutras, it not only represents all the troubles, but also 

achieves Consummation. 

   is now missing one, you can imagine the meaning of it. 

   What price did Lu Qing pay to get the three monks to agree to such an unreasonable request. 

   "20 million Li Changsheng cards, personally accompanied, sleepless for three days and three 

nights..." 

   Repeatedly recite the Diamond Sutra for three days and three nights, impressing the master with 

sincerity and telling the other party to untie a rosary. 

   Among them, 20 million of good money is the most inconspicuous... 

   Da Ci'en Temple is one of the holy places. 

20 million sounds like a lot, but compared to other Wang Temple's price of half a billion, it is simply not 

too conscientious. 

   If it hadn't been for Lu Qing's sincerity, the three masters would have said nothing would do it. 



   Nothing card: Received sincere and sincere blessing, the wearer can offset the disaster and evil. 

   Looking at the above explanation, Qin Yu's heart is mixed with all kinds of flavors, and he is so 

touched. 

   Sister Mildew first, then Lu Qing, next is it the turn of the lazy cat's growth troubles? 

   These silly girls, how can they be... 

   hung the accident card on his chest, Qin Yu put it in the neckline, and whispered, "I will definitely 

wear it well." 

   "Yeah." Lu Qing nodded happily. 

   The fatigue at the corner of his eyebrows fell on Qin Yu's eyes, making his guilt deeper. 

Eh… 

   Liberty and freedom, love for beauty, and on the way to chasing dreams, you will eventually owe 

something and move forward with heavy burdens! 

   With all kinds of emotions, Qin Yu sends Lu Qing to school. 

   arrange the luggage with her, Lu Qing urged: "If you have anything to go, I can do it myself." 

   Qin Yu shook his head and said: "It's okay, I will stay tonight." 

   In a limited time, Brother Yu wants to give more to Lu Qing. 

   Brother Yu felt her thoughts. 

"You will be in trouble if you stay. There is no extra place for you to sleep." Lu Qing pointed out The 

two'volunteers' arrived early, and they are more diligent than Teacher Lu . 

   Double bed and small bed are added together, and there is no place for him to sleep. 

   "...I'm sleeping in the car." Qin Yu raised an eyebrow to the tall and spacious G. 

   "I want too!" Lu Qing said hastily, then bowed her head shyly. 

   The reluctance deep in my heart is completely exposed and can't be suppressed anymore. 

   "Okay, let's sleep in the car together." Qin Yu stepped forward and hugged her into his arms, the 

feeling in his hands was obviously lightened. 

   caressed her side face painfully, Qin Yu lowered her head and whispered in her ear: "I love you, 

Qingqing..." 

emmm~ 

   looked up in shock and looked at the naked love in Qin Yu's eyes. 

   The next second, Lu Qinglei burst into tears, but a bright smile appeared on the corner of his 

mouth. 



   Happy tears made the feelings between the two continue to warm up. After the darkness fell, Qin 

Yu led her to the door. 

   Leave the room to ‘volunteers who pretend to be cold, but in fact gossiping,’ Big G starts again. 

   bypassed the playground, the teaching building, and finally stopped at a blind spot on the side. 

   The engine kept humming, and the heating made the windows stained with hoarfrost. 

  The huge square box body also swayed and swayed on uneven roads, like a lone sail in the middle 

of the lake. 

   Follow the current, swaying, and sailing towards the ocean of love... 

   Until the sky is bright, the flowers and plants are all covered with crystal dew and hoarfrost, and 

everything suddenly stopped. 

Chapter 937: Sisters 

 

   "Teacher Lu." 

   "Teacher, I miss you." 

   "Teacher, teacher...this is my homework, you can see what I wrote is good." 

   "Teacher, I'll eat it for you!" 

   A group of little guys surrounded Lu Qingtuan, presenting treasures with various gifts. 

  The one who took the homework...a bit too much! 

   Watching Lu Qing, who was surrounded by the children, waved goodbye to him, Qin Yu smiled and 

raised his hand, and drove the car towards the way it came. 

   Back to the company, Qin Yu went to the imitation ecological training camp first. 

   "Old Bai, don't worry?" Qin Yu teased and laughed when he saw Bai Ze who was observing the 

progress of the training. 

   "Of course I don't worry...that's going to the Waihe." Bai Ze rolled his eyes. 

   Qin Yu shrugged and said, "What a big deal, with the power of Suiren, it's just a few years." 

   "A few years, do you know how much change can happen in a few years?" Bai Ze pointed out 

angrily. 

   Five years ago, everyone was still using rockets to send people up, and the exploration was mainly 

based on various advanced space vehicles. 

   5 years later... the spacecraft will be able to fly outside the galaxy. 

   When it comes to the speed of development, who can have more say than Qin Yu? 



   "When they come back, the construction of Mars should also be completed." Qin Yu said with a 

smile. 

  Want to transform the whole planet into another earth, it is not something that existing technology 

can do overnight. 

   Vulcan and Qin Yu’s plan is to first establish a related ecosystem. 

   Plan the first 10-year plan, step by step, and complete the initial transformation of the Martian 

atmosphere within a hundred years. 

   In the next hundred years, Mars will be completely transformed into a ‘livable planet! ’ 

  At present, the pioneers have started surveying the South Pole of Mars. 

   does prove that there is a considerable area of liquid underground lake under the Antarctic ice 

layer, and the specific composition is under analysis. 

   But judging from the current clues and information, there may be signs of life under Mars. 

   The full picture of the underground kingdom that the pioneers used the model to make predictions 

on the computer, and the underground passages crisscrossed. 

  The complex ecological layer forms a strange biological kingdom underground, forming a 

mysterious ecological chain that is unknown. 

   This kind of prediction has ignited great enthusiasm for the pioneers, if not for the expansion of 

the ecosystem, to ensure that there is enough space before the arrival of the next batch of immigrants. 

   They will throw away all the work they have on hand and rush to the South Pole of Mars to get 

together. 

   What kind of infrastructure...Exploring alien civilization is no better than building a house! 

   If all speculations are true, even if only part of the data is accurate, it will be the greatest generous 

gift of the universe for the pioneers and all mankind. 

   "Do you know how many applications your Bai Shuang has sent?" Qin Yu shook his head and 

smiled bitterly. 

   "That girl gives you a headache, right?" Bai Ze said triumphantly: "She is very difficult to do." 

   "It's really hard to do!" Qin Yu agreed 100%. 

   first applied for an application, asking for a comprehensive exploration of the flat underground 

space in Antarctica. 

   It was later discovered that it could not be passed, so the exploration time was extended instead. 

   stay in the Antarctic ice for half of the month to explore and research underground space. 

After    was beaten back many times, she changed her goal to ‘divide the Blazers into two groups. ’ 



   When the application was rejected, she continued to change patterns, alternate tasks, three shifts, 

applied for instrument assistance, and asked to speed up the immigration process... 

   Anyway, I can’t give up the right to fight for! 

   Leave it alone, fight for it, fight for it... 

   Fortunately, she gave her sparks, or she was a fighter again. 

   "No matter male or female in my Bai family, they are all born warriors." Bai Ze is super proud. 

   "Really?" Qin Yu raised an eyebrow and said with a grin: "I have to try another day." 

   Lost~ I'm gonna! 

   This kid is staring at my cabbage, no... 

   "Ah, that kid is engaged, and he will be married when he comes back from this mission." 

   "Really? That's better..." 

   "Puff~" Bai Ze vomited. 

   Is this kid's preference a bit off? 

   What a good idol! 

   That's it... let the little girls who admire him know, don't they want to cry to death. 

   Anyway, Old Antique doesn't understand the young world at all. 

   If this is really let the little girls know, it will only make it more cheerful. 

  ... Brother Yu didn't even have a chance to get out of bed! 

   "By the way, how many things did you put on the boat?" 

   Although the person is not in the company, it does not mean that he is not clear about what 

happened to the company. 

   During this period, the trucks in and out of the company carried at least a few hundred tons of 

goods on board. 

   Is there still room on the boat? 

   "This is not preparedness... The main task of Suiren is to explore the unknown and find the trace of 

life." 

   "Maybe someday, will you really find a new earth?" Bai Ze said expectantly. 

   "Good luck!" Qin Yu responded lukewarm. 

   New Earth? 

   What is Brother Yu doing? 



   Xihe will also explore the planets in the galaxy during the excavation of advanced energy crystals. 

   So far, all scientists' predictions of potentially habitable planets have all failed. 

   Traces of life! 

   Except for the "Star Gate" in the Moon Base, it is still a fantasy so far. 

   As for the galaxy beyond the Galactic...Because he hasn't been there yet, Qin Yu won't pretend to 

assert himself. 

  He personally hopes that Suiren will get something, but... 

   The discovery of alien life is lucky or unfortunate for mankind. 

   Everything is unknown! ! 

   "Yes, everything is unknown." Bai Ze became worried because of this. 

   When the day comes, will the so-called dark forest become a reality? 

  With the idea of peace, hehe~ 

   Throughout the history of mankind, when you say the word peace, won’t you blush? 

   Fighting is the innate nature of creatures! 

   Maybe there will be some kind of advanced civilization in the universe, but that must be an 

extremely rare miracle. 

   After spending a few hours in Vulcan, Qin Yu just skipped work. 

   "Hey, Teacher Song, I'm here to make up the lesson!" With the big G driving, Qin Yu dialed Song 

Yuqiao's number. 

   The school will not start until a few days later. The teacher has already held a meeting a few days 

in advance. For these two days, Song Yuqiao only needs to prepare lessons at home, and there should 

be time. 

   "Make up a lesson? You are Yuqiao, cough, am I talking about Teacher Song's student?" A strange 

female voice came across. 

   sounds thick but thin, and the slightly heavy treble is very recognizable. 

   "I am Yu Qiao's boyfriend, just joking with her, are you?" Qin Yu said with a smile. 

   "Ah~ you guys, you really know how to play." 

   Mei Xin pursed her lips and chuckled, and then explained: "We are here, Yu Qiao is going to buy 

wine, do you want the handsome guy to come?" 

"who is it?" 

   "Yu Qiao's boyfriend, do you want to meet?" 



   "Ah~ Really, ask him to pay the bill." 

   "Fuck you, be careful that Yuqiao is angry...but I heard her say that my boyfriend is very 

handsome." 

   "Then I have to call, but I will pay the bill." 

   "Why, do you still want to try?" 

   "Can't you see? The doctor said I am soft-hearted and I have to look at handsome guys more!" 

   "Haha, you are a gluttonous body, a small wave hoof." 

   "You are the little wave hoof... I still have the original factory." 

   "I don't believe it, unless you let me try~ hehe..." 

   "Ah~Help, stinky rascal, let go, ah..." 

   Several girls were laughing and joking, Qin Yu was helpless listening here. 

   Hearing is so good, sometimes it’s not a good thing. 

   "Oh, handsome guy, I will send you a location." Mei Xin pushed away the girlfriend beside her, and 

said happily. 

   "Okay." After hanging up, the location was sent from Song Yuqiao's mobile phone. 

   After half an hour, pure K is sold. 

   "Sir, welcome." As soon as Qin Yu came in, the service brother smiled and bowed and asked, "How 

many are you?" 

   "Find someone, A103." Qin Yu said. 

   "A103, here." When he came to the box, the waiter knocked on the door: "Dear beauties, your 

friends are here." 

   "Yu Qiao." Qin Yu walked into the box and saw Song Yuqiao sitting in the middle at a glance. 

"You came." 

   Song Yuqiao happily put down the microphone and ran to him, hugging his waist under the envious 

eyes of the waiter. 

   "If you have anything you need to press the call button." The waiter said again and closed the 

door. 

   Song Yuqiao also raised his head from his arms, took his arm and introduced to the sister Tao: "This 

is my boyfriend, Qin Yu." 

   "Yu Qiao...This is too handsome, right? Where did you find it?" Qin Yu recognized her voice when 

the girl sitting by the door opened her mouth. 

   "Hello, it was you who spoke to me just now?" Qin Yu took the initiative to stretch out his hand. 



   "Yes, Mei Xin." Mei Xin got up and smiled: "Handsome guy has sharp ears." 

   "Hehe~" 

   Qin Yu smiled and did not answer, Song Yuqiao took him to the sofa: "I will introduce you to 

others." 

   looks cute and sweet, more than twenty looks like Yumeng of junior high school students. 

   dignified and intellectual, Ye Bai is very charming with every smile. 

   is pure and shy, introverted, and looks like the bud of the girl next door. 

   has a good personality and a very righteous person, like a big sister, Wenru, a silly big girl who 

takes heart and lungs to everyone. 

   There is also the crazy and super beautiful Mei Xin who has introduced himself before. 

   This evaluation, Yu Ge can only say that it is correct. 

   has a face value of 98, 2 points higher than Song Yuqiao... I was surprised! 

   "Everyone knows, let's have a drink together first!" Song Yuqiao took the wine glass to Qin Yu's 

hand, and poured himself another glass. 

   "Oh~" The sisters booed, "Don't rush, don't rush, don't rush to drink." 

   "Xiao Qiao, tell me honestly, where did you find such a handsome guy?" Mei Xin put her arm 

around Song Yuqiao's shoulder and snatched her away from Qin Yu. 

   "Haha, we... met by chance." Song Yuqiao quickly begged for mercy and surrendered. 

   was a little bit ashamed. If they knew that Qin Yu was the cousin of his student, they would 

definitely be laughed to death. 

   "No, you are on the line at three o'clock every day, and you also come out to play with us the rest 

of the time. How can you have time to meet a handsome guy." 

   Ye Bai propped his hands on the sofa, leaning forward to reveal a proud chest, and his eyes flashed 

with ‘wisdom’ light. 

   "Xiao Qiao, you can't be honest." The eldest sister Wen Ru hooked Song Yuqiao's shoulder and 

pressed her face to her chest and laughed. 

   "That's right, don't think that someone will support your boyfriend when he comes. If you don't 

explain it honestly, I won't let you go tonight." 

   Mei Xin looked at Qin Yu with her hands on her hips in a fierce provocation, as if to see his next 

performance. 

Chapter 938: Brother-in-law is great 

 



The    sisters’ private rooms are small bags, which are suitable for the girls of them. 

   When Brother Yu came, the place seemed a bit crowded. 

   However, today is the game of the Meixin Group, and Qin Yu, as a guest, naturally can’t cross over 

on his behalf. 

   was sitting among the sisters, looking at Song Yuqiao who was targeted and teased by the girls. 

   Qin Yu suddenly picked up the microphone and said: "Ah, it's been a long time since I sang, can you 

help me order a song?" 

"what!" 

   Letting go of Song Yuqiao who was unable to resist, Wen Ru grinned and said, "Handsome man, 

you are self-inflicted!" 

   "That's right, you want to show off your voice in front of the eldest sister, handsome guy, you are 

miserable." Mei Xin said with a smile. 

   "Uh...I just want to sing for fun." Although he didn't understand what happened, Qin Yu said 

calmly. 

   Seeing his confident smile, Mei Xin's eyes rolled, and he stepped forward and directly selected a 

track and said: "Hey, handsome guy, let's not say that I didn't give you a chance!" 

  "Ho 

Ho Ho, here comes, Xiao Mei is good at it. "Wen Ru made a weird old man's voice. 

  The other girl laughed along with it, and the name of the song was displayed on the screen. 

  Love 

story~ 

  Ha, the moment I saw the name, Brother Yu only felt like crying or laughing... 

   What a coincidence, really a coincidence! 

   "Music is about to have a concert. Have you never heard of this classic, handsome guy?" Mei Xin 

looked at him defiantly. 

   She was deliberately making things difficult for Qin Yu, saying that the sisters were single together, 

but you secretly found the male god. 

Nonsence! 

   We must not let them go easily today... 

   "Mexin, stop making trouble." 

   Song Yuqiao took the opportunity to run back to Qin Yu again, put his arms around his arms, and 

moved his body close to him. 



   felt this was safe enough, and then continued: "If you want to sing, you should sing a male song, 

besides, he is not a foreign language graduate." 

   "Oh, is this to protect you?" Ye Bai smiled and looked at Song Yuqiao jokingly. 

   "I want to sing, I want to sing!" Yumeng, who was lovely and sweet, only 1.5 meters tall, raised his 

hand and shouted. 

   "Mengmeng, don't..." Ya'er pulled Yumeng to speak and stopped, looking at Qin Yu with a little 

worry and apology. 

   This is really an introverted and kind girl, it's just a little friend who makes things difficult for her to 

make a prank, she feels guilty! 

   When a few people were talking, the prelude was over. 

  We 

were 

both 

young 

when 

I 

first 

saw 

you. 

  I 

closed 

my 

eyes 

and 

the 

starts~ 

   "Hey, who made the original sound?" Mei Xin looked back. 

   A few girls said instinctively: "It's not turned on~ Isn't it always turned off? Can't the original sound 

be eliminated?" 

  Only Song Yuqiao, who was holding Qin Yu, looked at the big boy beside him with a surprised 

expression. 



He He… 

   "Meixin, it's him, Qin Yu sang it." 

   Song Yuqiao jumped up excitedly, and pointed at Qin Yu with his hands alternately, acting like a 

middle-two girl. 

   "What?" Mei Xin didn't understand, so he clicked silently. 

   Then, she met the gods~ 

  And 

say 

hello. 

  Little 

did 

I 

know. 

   That 

you 

were 

Romeo 

you 

were 

throwing 

pebbles. 

  And 

my 

daddy 

said 

stay 

away 

from 

Juliet~~ 



   "Fuck!" Seeing Qin Yu standing up with the microphone in hand, the beautiful original sound came 

from the speaker. 

   Mei Xin just wanted to ask: "Why can you bring your own sound card?" 

   "Hello." 

   Wen Ru patted Ye Bai and pointed to his ears and said, "Is there nothing wrong with my ears?" 

   "Don't be noisy." Ye Bai looked up at Qin Yu in admiration. 

   Wenru rolled his eyes and looked at her little sisters, okay! 

   One or two, all of them worshipped. 

   Meixin restarted the accompaniment for the first time, holding his chin in both hands and shaking 

his body with the music. 

   even humming quietly in his mouth~~ 

   However, this man is so godly. 

   Even if the mold is here, it may not be better for him to sing. 

   What's more terrible is that he is a man-to-female voice~ 

   How did he achieve such vividness, did he have a voice changer in his throat? 

   After the end of the song, Qin Yu calmly put down the microphone and said: "Should not let 

everyone down, right?" 

   "What are you kidding?" 

   Mei Xin stood up for the first time: "Big brother, teach me to sing!" 

   Qin Yu glanced casually, "You are too poor to teach." 

   "Haha~ You also have today for Mei Xin." Song Yuqiao pointed at Mei Xin in relief, trying to laugh 

at her embarrassment. 

  Who made her embarrass her man before letting her. 

   Hmph, are you flattened now? 

   My own man is not easy to provoke, the horror idea is just like his face, full of deceptiveness. 

   "You, haha~" Mei Xin also smiled angrily. 

   This is the first time that I have made people complain like this, and even said that she is not 

qualified enough. 

   She is the hidden beauty singer of the Penguin platform. She is not qualified enough? ? 

   "Come on with you." Messin grabbed the microphone, unconvinced to show him his strength. 



   Wen Ru has already recognized this brother-in-law, and his eyes are full of satisfaction: "This is the 

first time someone can just meet and let Mexin be devastated." 

   "Come on, let's drink one, I recognize you brother-in-law." Wen Ru raised the cup and drew it 

boldly. 

   Qin Yu was also true, and he drank the beer in the glass when he raised his head. 

  Beer... Isn’t it the same as drinking water? 

   "Brother-in-law, I toast you a glass." The lovely Yumeng holds a glass of wine in her left hand and 

juice in her right. 

   "It seems to be at a loss." Qin Yu stretched out his hand to pick up the juice. 

   Yumeng hurriedly backed away, and said aggrievedly, "I called your brother-in-law, why is that?" 

   "Don't play tricks on Yumeng, be careful she cries to you." Song Yuqiao elbowed him twice. 

   "Okay, brother-in-law is wrong, come here." Qin Yu took the wine glass quickly, and Qin Yu leaned 

back to work. 

   Every girl has shown weakness and called her brother-in-law. 

   As a brother-in-law, I don’t have to feel sorry for my sister-in-law We still have this awareness. 

   "How about it, I'm satisfied now." Qin Yu asked with a smile after turning the empty cup upside 

down. 

   "Brother-in-law is great~" 

   Yumeng said sweetly, took the cup and drank a juice, then sat back happily. 

so…… 

   They are considered to know each other, and I will add a WeChat account later, right? 

   I don't know if there is anyone who likes petite and cute around my brother-in-law, it's time to talk 

about a sweet love. 

   just like myself, cute, sweet... 

   "Handsome guy, be nice to Yuqiao, she is a good girl." After Ye Bai finished speaking, he picked up 

the wine glass and went straight to work. 

   Qin Yu could only take the initiative to follow along, nodded and said: "I will." 

   Seeing that everyone was looking for Qin Yu to clink glasses, Ya'er hesitated several times and 

looked at him timidly while holding up the juice. 

   Qin Yu filled the cup and proactively said: "It's nice to meet you, I did it." 

   "Thank you, thank you." 

   Seeing him raise his head to kill a whole cup, Ya'er raised his drink timidly, and drank it all. 



   In this regard, sister Tao can only helplessly roll her eyes. 

   Song Yuqiao took her even more, and whispered: "I have already drunk drinks, just mean it, don't 

you support it?" 

   Ya'er flushed, and shook her head against her will. 

   Only Mei Xin, who holds the microphone, insists on proving his singing ability. 

Chapter 939: fate 

 

   Maybe it is to fight for the breath and hold up the scene for the sisters. 

  The song selected by Mei Xin is very unexpected, a desperado who runs through the line. 

   This is really surprising! 

   Let’s go, don’t ask where is the way? 

   Forward to the wind is the only way. 

   I'm leaving, don't want to ask where is the way? 

  Oh destiny, what level? 

   When the car rumbling, the dream began to throb. 

   It rolled up the wind and re-sculpted every face. 

   Meixin’s voice is not female to male, but he uses his own unique voice to give this song a different 

flavor. 

   If you say, the vertical line will show a man's vigor from his youth, to his middle-aged cynicism and 

dissatisfaction, and then to the seemingly calm and free and easy helplessness when he is old. 

   Then, Ma Xin's voice is a little bit more slanderous and cursing against the world, joking and 

ridiculing in the world! 

  The vernacular is: Hey, I just play. 

   "She makes music?" Qin Yu looked at Song Yuqiao and stuffed the snack into her mouth. 

   happily sipping snacks, Song Yuqiao nodded and said: "Forget it! She has a lot of cover songs on 

Penguin, which is considered a small celebrity, but she doesn't make much money, mainly because of 

hobbies." 

   "Then what is her job?" Qin Yu felt a pity. It would be a pity not to collect waste with such a good 

voice. 

   "Dubbing!" 

   No wonder the voice control is so exquisite, it turns out to be a professional voice engineer. 



   In the area of pitch control, it is much more professional than the average singer. 

  None of us need to care about the future. 

   is like a poem written by a mentally ill person, or a firework festival. 

Let it go! We all only live once. 

   Breathe, breathe, breathe, and all flicker to a halt. 

   The truth is only the decoration in the dark room until the absurdity is proved. 

   Only after the eyes light up! 

   has the opportunity to demonstrate its value, not who can decide. 

   Should I roam or sprint? 

   We are all in the sea, I think we are like sand. 

   What you mean by desperadoes probably means that. 

   The performance of the rap part, Mei Xin's mentality is particularly relaxed, and the state is 

surprisingly good. 

  The love for music from the heart, let this happiness be transmitted to every audience through 

sound. 

   was infected with the emotions of the people, causing a burst of ghost cry and wolf howling. 

   Even Song Yuqiao put his hands on his lips, shouting "Oh!" 

   "Huh, huh." 

   Putting down the microphone, Mei Xin smiled confidently and said, "How is it?" 

   Qin Yu said nothing, took two glasses of wine, handed her one, and took the other one and drank it 

directly. 

   This attitude has already demonstrated his appreciation of Mexin. 

   "You have vision." Mei Xin shook her head, and Tsundere said, ditching the wine in the glass. 

   "Sister Wen Ru, don't you have a song for the great **** to comment?" Mei Xin, who proved his 

strength, handed the microphone to Wen Ru. 

   Wen Ru took it over with a little heart, and said, "Okay, I will give you a song of Qianqianque." 

   "Are you sisters with special skills?" After listening to Wen Ru's voice, Qin Yu was very moved. 

   This voice, body, looks, temperament. 

   Let's debut in place! 



   "Have you ever thought of making a group debut?" Qin Yu felt that the two of them had great 

potential. 

Although    Yu didn't intervene much, he was still half of the entertainment industry and a major 

shareholder in the world. 

   Nowadays, the development of Fame is getting better and better, but he is a lame man. 

   Single mixed in the film and television industry, the ability to resist risks is too poor. 

   When a policy wave is photographed, the body may sink into the ocean without even a bubble. 

   Qin Yu has always felt that rice should expand its business. 

   It's just that he himself is too busy to pay attention to these trivial matters. 

   If it hadn’t happened to meet Mei Xin and Wen Ru, such a good seedling, he wouldn’t remember 

it. 

   "Don't be kidding, what's going on, the entertainment circle is too messy." Mei Xin smiled without 

serious consideration. 

   Wen Ru also nodded in agreement: "Yes, eating melon every day, I almost vomit, I really jumped 

in... I don't have the courage." 

   Mei Xin nodded repeatedly in agreement. 

  How messy the entertainment industry is, you can see the signs from the sporadic exposure. 

  It's violent, I'm afraid it is less than one-thousandth of the truth in the industry. 

  Beside the two of them, occasionally there are friends and people in the entertainment circle. 

   There are also occasional intersections at work, combining what I have seen, heard, Internet gossip 

and big melons. 

   It's not a bit of chaos, just the two of them jumped in with their small bodies. 

   If you don't flop, you have to drown in it. 

   You said that I would rather be unyielding, or get out of the mud. 

   That’s not about generating electricity for love, but since you don’t want to catch fire and make a 

lot of money. 

   Then why bother to go to the entertainment industry to suffer. Now that I have a lot of income 

from work, it is no problem to support myself. 

   Free and easy, and also part-time entrepreneurial, but also familiar and passionate. 

   There is a pit in my brain and I have to jump into the stove, why bother? 

   Listening to the two of them, you can say something to me, and it's quite clear to see the problem. 

   Qin Yu felt that the two were more reliable. 



   The real fire is never the silly white sweetness of jumping in with longing and feeling that he can fly 

onto a branch and become a phoenix. 

   It is those who can recognize themselves, know what they want, what are their advantages, and 

what are their disadvantages. 

   Have a mind, have ideas, and have a good talent or certain specialties. 

   Such as contacts, funds, channels. 

   or talented, high emotional intelligence. Otherwise, a good skin for harming the country and the 

people is an advantage. 

   depends on how you use it! 

   "If the company is reliable, will someone take you?" Qin Yu said sternly. 

   He really feels that the two of them are in good condition, and they happen to have this kind of 

fate, and they are still Yuqiao's friend. 

   Taking care of outsiders is better than giving yourself a chance. 

   Relying on the well-known channels and contacts, and backing on the capital and resources of 

miracle. 

   It's really weird if it's not hot enough to be red and purple! 

   "Let me talk about the conditions first. I have shares in the world famous, and rice can be regarded 

as an old friend, so I can sign you to the famous company. 

   Next, all high-quality resources will be in place. Then, next year, if you pass the two concerts in 

Hudu and Window, you can come on stage as guests. " 

   "Wait a minute, let me stroke!" Wen Ru felt that his head was not enough. 

  The major shareholders who are famous all over the world can get Rice to sign the two of them. 

   There are two concert guests, Wen Ru dare not dream of such a dream. 

   Why do you feel so unreliable, as illusory as a mirage? 

   "You, aren't you kidding me?" Wen Ru looked at him, smiling stiffly: "It must be a joke, right?" 

   "Do you really know Mi Sister and Mildew, can you still make us concert guests?" 

   Mei Xin also looked blank and unbelief, the news was too exaggerated. 

   It feels like getting up in the morning, washing out normally, and buying soy milk buns as usual to 

go to work. 

   Open the lid of the soy milk, it says "Congratulations on winning the 5 million cash prize" as 

outrageous. 

   "Wait." Qin Yu took out the phone, and Song Yuqiao had already paused the music intimately. 



   Others also looked at Qin Yu quietly, wanting to know whether this was true or not. 

   My sister Taoli, is there really going to be two big stars? 

   "Yu Qiao, really? What the **** did he do." Ye Bai banged against Song Yuqiao and asked softly. 

   Song Yuqiao thought for a while, nodded slightly and said: "It should be true, you will know later." 

   Find out the WeChat account of rice, Qin Yu clicks on the video call. 

After    was connected, the assistant's face appeared in the camera: "Mr. Qin, Sister Mi is applying 

makeup. Wait, I'll give her the phone." 

   "Okay, I can just say two sentences." Qin Yu responded. 

In the    box, the girls flocked to Qin Yu to look into the camera. 

   The shaking picture quickly stabilized, and rice dressed in ancient costumes broke into the picture 

and smiled: "Qin Yu." 

   "Sister Mi, I will introduce you two little sisters, who are particularly talented in music. I want to 

sign in to the company." 

   "Let me see, you can do it yourself. For such a big boss, I have to listen to you. As for reporting to 

me?" 

  The little assistant hurriedly placed the phone sideways in front of the dressing table, facing the 

rice. 

   She is fixing her head and making up, she can't move. 

   "That's what I said, but my face is not recognizable enough, people don't believe me!" Qin Yu 

joked. 

   Seeing the figures of the girls in the camera hurriedly avoiding, Rice greeted them very kindly: 

"Hello everyone, I and Qin Yu are very good friends, you don't need to hide from me." 

   "Sister Mi, hello, you are so beautiful! You are more beautiful than on TV." 

   Meixin immediately poured rice into ecstasy soup, saying that she smiled like a flower and was 

very happy. 

   "Thank you, you are also so beautiful, what is your name?" 

   "Mexin, Sister Mi called me Xiaoxin." 

   "Okay, Xiaoxin. It's you who Qin said?" 

   Rice looked at her with a smile, "It's so beautiful, why don't you film a movie with me, one or two 

dramas will become popular, and then go to the new stream, pick up a few variety shows to keep the 

heat, it must be no problem." 

   What thoughts does Lao Qin think, can rice not know? 



   Only when he is tempted again, it is more at ease to train people in his own place. 

   As for what to do, UU reading www. Has he ever been concerned about uukānshu.com? 

   can turn his head and say that with Qin Yu's current wealth status, his reputation is to be the top of 

the industry, but it is only a drop in the bucket. 

   I really don't want to worry about such a little thing, and I have the same attitude when I change 

myself. 

   It's just that, is he a little too dismissive of himself? 

   Just so blatantly keep going to the Serb, what is this when she is, Qinghao? 

   There are many people with mixed mouths. Rice didn't complain, but he wrote it down in his heart. 

When I meet next time, I have to count it with him. 

   Mei Xin only knows to laugh, but does not reply. 

   waited for a few seconds to find that it was a little embarrassing, and quickly pulled Wen Ru into 

the camera: "Mister Mi, and her, Wen Ru, she sings better than me." 

"Hello." 

   Rice greeted him and looked carefully, a look of surprise flashed in his expression. 

  Although Qin Yu's mind is definitely not pure, from Jin Xi and Jiang Xiaoshan before to Gu Na, who 

turned around and became famous. 

  Which he considers purely from the perspective of interests and the company, it is clear that he is 

choosing his own concubine. 

   But I still have to say that his vision of women is really unique. 

   These two girls, at first glance, are capable of fire. 

   Based on looks alone, it's the goodness that you have a meal. 

   chatted a few more words, rice should go to film here, the camera also turned back to Qin Yu. 

   "You make up your mind. Both sisters are very good. I look forward to them joining the fame." 

RAW: What do you take me for 

   Maybe it is to fight for the breath and hold up the scene for the sisters. 

  The song selected by Mei Xin is very unexpected, a desperado who runs through the line. 

   This is really surprising! 

   Let’s go, don’t ask where is the way? 

   Forward to the wind is the only way. 

   I'm leaving, don't want to ask where is the way? 



  Oh destiny, what level? 

   When the car rumbling, the dream began to throb. 

   It rolled up the wind and re-sculpted every face. 

   Meixin’s voice is not female to male, but he uses his own unique voice to give this song a different 

flavor. 

   If you say, the vertical line will show a man's vigor from his youth, to his middle-aged cynicism and 

dissatisfaction, and then to the seemingly calm and free and easy helplessness when he is old. 

   Then, Ma Xin's voice is a little bit more slanderous and cursing against the world, joking and 

ridiculing in the world! 

  The vernacular is: Hey, I just play. 

   "She makes music?" Qin Yu looked at Song Yuqiao and stuffed the snack into her mouth. 

   happily sipping snacks, Song Yuqiao nodded and said: "Forget it! She has a lot of cover songs on 

Penguin, which is considered a small celebrity, but she doesn't make much money, mainly because of 

hobbies." 

   "Then what is her job?" Qin Yu felt a pity. It would be a pity not to collect waste with such a good 

voice. 

   "Dubbing!" 

   No wonder the voice control is so exquisite, it turns out to be a professional voice engineer. 

   In the area of pitch control, it is much more professional than the average singer. 

  None of us need to care about the future. 

   is like a poem written by a mentally ill person, or a firework festival. 

Let it go! We all only live once. 

   Breathe, breathe, breathe, and all flicker to a halt. 

   The truth is only the decoration in the dark room until the absurdity is proved. 

   Only after the eyes light up! 

   has the opportunity to demonstrate its value, not who can decide. 

   Should I roam or sprint? 

   We are all in the sea, I think we are like sand. 

   What you mean by desperadoes probably means that. 

   The performance of the rap part, Mei Xin's mentality is particularly relaxed, and the state is 

surprisingly good. 



  The love for music from the heart, let this happiness be transmitted to every audience through 

sound. 

   was infected with the emotions of the people, causing a burst of ghost cry and wolf howling. 

   Even Song Yuqiao put his hands on his lips, shouting "Oh!" 

   "Huh, huh." 

   Putting down the microphone, Mei Xin smiled confidently and said, "How is it?" 

   Qin Yu said nothing, took two glasses of wine, handed her one, and took the other one and drank it 

directly. 

   This attitude has already demonstrated his appreciation of Mexin. 

   "You have vision." Mei Xin shook her head, and Tsundere said, ditching the wine in the glass. 

   "Sister Wen Ru, don't you have a song for the great **** to comment?" Mei Xin, who proved his 

strength, handed the microphone to Wen Ru. 

   Wen Ru took it over with a little heart, and said, "Okay, I will give you a song of Qianqianque." 

   "Are you sisters with special skills?" After listening to Wen Ru's voice, Qin Yu was very moved. 

   This voice, body, looks, temperament. 

   Let's debut in place! 

   "Have you ever thought of making a group debut?" Qin Yu felt that the two of them had great 

potential. 

Although    Yu didn't intervene much, he was still half of the entertainment industry and a major 

shareholder in the world. 

   Nowadays, the development of Fame is getting better and better, but he is a lame man. 

   Single mixed in the film and television industry, the ability to resist risks is too poor. 

   When a policy wave is photographed, the body may sink into the ocean without even a bubble. 

   Qin Yu has always felt that rice should expand its business. 

   It's just that he himself is too busy to pay attention to these trivial matters. 

   If it hadn’t happened to meet Mei Xin and Wen Ru, such a good seedling, he wouldn’t remember 

it. 

   "Don't be kidding, what's going on, the entertainment circle is too messy." Mei Xin smiled without 

serious consideration. 

   Wen Ru also nodded in agreement: "Yes, eating melon every day, I almost vomit, I really jumped 

in... I don't have the courage." 

   Mei Xin nodded repeatedly in agreement. 



  How messy the entertainment industry is, you can see the signs from the sporadic exposure. 

  It's violent, I'm afraid it is less than one-thousandth of the truth in the industry. 

  Beside the two of them, occasionally there are friends and people in the entertainment circle. 

   There are also occasional intersections at work, combining what I have seen, heard, Internet gossip 

and big melons. 

   It's not a bit of chaos, just the two of them jumped in with their small bodies. 

   If you don't flop, you have to drown in it. 

   You said that I would rather be unyielding, or get out of the mud. 

   That’s not about generating electricity for love, but since you don’t want to catch fire and make a 

lot of money. 

   Then why bother to go to the entertainment industry to suffer. Now that I have a lot of income 

from work, it is no problem to support myself. 

   Free and easy, and also part-time entrepreneurial, but also familiar and passionate. 

   There is a pit in my brain and I have to jump into the stove, why bother? 

   Listening to the two of them, you can say something to me, and it's quite clear to see the problem. 

   Qin Yu felt that the two were more reliable. 

   The real fire is never the silly white sweetness of jumping in with longing and feeling that he can fly 

onto a branch and become a phoenix. 

   It is those who can recognize themselves, know what they want, what are their advantages, and 

what are their disadvantages. 

   Have a mind, have ideas, and have a good talent or certain specialties. 

   Such as contacts, funds, channels. 

   or talented, high emotional intelligence. Otherwise, a good skin for harming the country and the 

people is an advantage. 

   depends on how you use it! 

   "If the company is reliable, will someone take you?" Qin Yu said sternly. 

   He really feels that the two of them are in good condition, and they happen to have this kind of 

fate, and they are still Yuqiao's friend. 

   Taking care of outsiders is better than giving yourself a chance. 

   Relying on the well-known channels and contacts, and backing on the capital and resources of 

miracle. 

   It's really weird if it's not hot enough to be red and purple! 



   "Let me talk about the conditions first. I have shares in the world famous, and rice can be regarded 

as an old friend, so I can sign you to the famous company. 

   Next, all high-quality resources will be in place. Then, next year, if you pass the two concerts in 

Hudu and Window, you can come on stage as guests. " 

   "Wait a minute, let me stroke!" Wen Ru felt that his head was not enough. 

  The major shareholders who are famous all over the world can get Rice to sign the two of them. 

   There are two concert guests, Wen Ru dare not dream of such a dream. 

   Why do you feel so unreliable, as illusory as a mirage? 

   "You, aren't you kidding me?" Wen Ru looked at him, smiling stiffly: "It must be a joke, right?" 

   "Do you really know Mi Sister and Mildew, can you still make us concert guests?" 

   Mei Xin also looked blank and unbelief, the news was too exaggerated. 

   It feels like getting up in the morning, washing out normally, and buying soy milk buns as usual to 

go to work. 

   Open the lid of the soy milk, it says "Congratulations on winning the 5 million cash prize" as 

outrageous. 

   "Wait." Qin Yu took out the phone, and Song Yuqiao had already paused the music intimately. 

   Others also looked at Qin Yu quietly, wanting to know whether this was true or not. 

   My sister Taoli, is there really going to be two big stars? 

   "Yu Qiao, really? What the **** did he do." Ye Bai banged against Song Yuqiao and asked softly. 

   Song Yuqiao thought for a while, nodded slightly and said: "It should be true, you will know later." 

   Find out the WeChat account of rice, Qin Yu clicks on the video call. 

After    was connected, the assistant's face appeared in the camera: "Mr. Qin, Sister Mi is applying 

makeup. Wait, I'll give her the phone." 

   "Okay, I can just say two sentences." Qin Yu responded. 

In the    box, the girls flocked to Qin Yu to look into the camera. 

   The shaking picture quickly stabilized, and rice dressed in ancient costumes broke into the picture 

and smiled: "Qin Yu." 

   "Sister Mi, I will introduce you two little sisters, who are particularly talented in music. I want to 

sign in to the company." 

   "Let me see, you can do it yourself. For such a big boss, I have to listen to you. As for reporting to 

me?" 



  The little assistant hurriedly placed the phone sideways in front of the dressing table, facing the 

rice. 

   She is fixing her head and making up, she can't move. 

   "That's what I said, but my face is not recognizable enough, people don't believe me!" Qin Yu 

joked. 

   Seeing the figures of the girls in the camera hurriedly avoiding, Rice greeted them very kindly: 

"Hello everyone, I and Qin Yu are very good friends, you don't need to hide from me." 

   "Sister Mi, hello, you are so beautiful! You are more beautiful than on TV." 

   Meixin immediately poured rice into ecstasy soup, saying that she smiled like a flower and was 

very happy. 

   "Thank you, you are also so beautiful, what is your name?" 

   "Mexin, Sister Mi called me Xiaoxin." 

   "Okay, Xiaoxin. It's you who Qin said?" 

   Rice looked at her with a smile, "It's so beautiful, why don't you film a movie with me, one or two 

dramas will become popular, and then go to the new stream, pick up a few variety shows to keep the 

heat, it must be no problem." 

   What thoughts does Lao Qin think, can rice not know? 

   Only when he is tempted again, it is more at ease to train people in his own place. 

   As for what to do Has he ever been concerned? 

   can turn his head and say that with Qin Yu's current wealth status, his reputation is to be the top of 

the industry, but it is only a drop in the bucket. 

   I really don't want to worry about such a little thing, and I have the same attitude when I change 

myself. 

   It's just that, is he a little too dismissive of himself? 

   Just so blatantly keep going to the Serb, what is this when she is, Qinghao? 

   There are many people with mixed mouths. Rice didn't complain, but he wrote it down in his heart. 

When I meet next time, I have to count it with him. 

   Mei Xin only knows to laugh, but does not reply. 

   waited for a few seconds to find that it was a little embarrassing, and quickly pulled Wen Ru into 

the camera: "Mister Mi, and her, Wen Ru, she sings better than me." 

"Hello." 

   Rice greeted him and looked carefully, a look of surprise flashed in his expression. 



  Although Qin Yu's mind is definitely not pure, from Jin Xi and Jiang Xiaoshan before to Gu Na, who 

turned around and became famous. 

  Which he considers purely from the perspective of interests and the company, it is clear that he is 

choosing his own concubine. 

   But I still have to say that his vision of women is really unique. 

   These two girls, at first glance, are capable of fire. 

   Based on looks alone, it's the goodness that you have a meal. 

   chatted a few more words, rice should go to film here, the camera also turned back to Qin Yu. 

   "You make up your mind. Both sisters are very good. I look forward to them joining the fame." 

Chapter 940: All arranged 

 

   After playing until the night, a group of people came down and went to the next night market 

street. 

   "How are you two thinking about it?" At the food stall, Song Yuqiao asked what they thought. 

   Mei Xin and Wen Ru looked at each other, shook their heads and said, "I don't know, think about it 

again!" 

   The two will have mixed feelings in their hearts, full of whimsical thoughts. 

   There are various unspoken rules, disgusting faces and eyes for a while. 

   For a while, it will be a glorious stage, where the spotlight flashes like the day, and the dark crowd 

screams their name frantically. 

   For a while, it will be the ugly and unknown fear after the scenery, and for a while, it will be a 

drunken fan, money, honor, fame, and status. 

   The two of them couldn't calmly look at them for a while. 

   Qin Yu didn't urge, but comforted: "It's okay, you guys think about it slowly. If you really find it 

inappropriate, then forget it." 

   For him, this kind of thing happened on a whim. 

   The two are really worried and want to continue living their lives now. 

   Qin Yu completely respected and supported the two people's decision. There was really no need to 

struggle with such a thing. 

   "Brother-in-law, brother-in-law, touch my clothes." Yumeng pinched the cuffs into his hands. 

   "Look, see if I'm the material for a star?" Yumeng raised her head and showed a cute smile. 

"Um." 



   Qin Yu pretended to feel it, and said: "The material is good, you can be a comedian." 

   Otherwise, put it at a certain station and make a special species named "Loli", it will definitely be 

very popular! 

   "I hate it, people don't want to be comedians." Yumeng sticks out her tongue, grabs the spicy 

rabbit's head and bites. 

   This girl is cute and loving, but she loves to eat spicy rabbit heads, she deserves to be a mountain 

girl. 

   The expression of Mei Xin with his head down and the powder is like chewing wax, and the snail 

powder, which was my favorite in the past, is not fragrant anymore. 

   Like a thorn underneath his butt, he was fidgeting. 

   "Yuqiao, what do you think?" Wen Ru didn't get any better, with mixed feelings. 

   Finally, I couldn’t help but ask my good sister Song Yuqiao’s opinion. 

   The man belongs to her, I can't believe that I should have an idea in my heart! 

   "I've said everything, no one can make up your mind about these things." 

   Song Yuqiao held the fried strips held by chopsticks with his hands, and gently brought it to Qin 

Yu's mouth. 

   "Oh!" 

   pretending to be dry, the sisters condemned her unscrupulous dog abuse. 

   has lived for so many years, and has never suffered such a serious injury. 

   I vomited, can I be alone? 

   Actually, this is not what Wen Ru is entangled with. 

   She didn't know what she was hesitating, anyway, she was flustered and her thoughts were in a 

mess. 

   Looking at the entanglement of the sisters, and then at the fancy dog abuse of Qin Yu and Song 

Yuqiao, you and my sister are beautiful. 

   Ye Bai put down his chopsticks and said to Wenru and Meixin, "Go, why not go." 

"what?" 

   Thoughtful Wen Ru and Mei Xin raised their heads at the same time, looking at Ye Bai who was 

determined and decisive. 

   "Tangled for so long, it's nothing more than wanting to go but not adapting to the sudden change, 

so afraid of it." 



   People are good at staying in their familiar environment and rejecting unfamiliar and uncontrolled 

changes. 

   Just like other people's homes, no matter how good they are, they are not as comfortable as their 

own, and the truth is the same. 

   "Yes..." Mexin wanted to say something, but opened his mouth and found that there was nothing 

to say. 

   Let Ye Bai pierce through the hesitation, and found that she was right. 

   paper drunk gold fans, colorful entertainment circles, for most people are full of temptation. 

   "What can you do, there's nothing to say?" Ye Bai said directly: "Then it's settled, you two will 

make your debut!" 

   "Age a little bit older, people are all sixteen or seventeen little girls, little milk dogs." 

   Wen Ru still wants to struggle and find a reason to save her stubbornness. 

   proves that she is not like what Ye Bai said, because she is entangled with hypocrisy. 

   "Are you two old and eighty? If I want to say that age is a distinctive feature, this is the hot spot!" 

   Ye Bai's clear-thinking words caused Qin Yu to look at her twice: "Ye Bai, are you interested in 

changing your career as a broker?" 

   "Me?" Ye Bai pointed at himself, then pointed at Wen Ru and Mei Xin: "Is it for them?" 

   "Yes, this doesn't happen to get the team together." Qin Yu smiled and nodded. 

   "You are good at employing people, what about Yumeng and Ya'er?" Ye Bai said jokingly. 

   "How about the assistant? In the later stage, I will fly solo with one person." Qin Yu directly 

arranged it. 

  In the end, the combination must be solo development in order to maximize the commercial value. 

   Of course, except for those with 1 **** belt and N pits. 

   "You're serious." Wenru people are stupid, he really arranged the little sisters. 

   Is this man poisonous? 

   "If you agree." Qin Yu is naturally serious, and he doesn't have time to make jokes here. 

   "Brother-in-law, I want to be a star." Yumeng pouted pitifully. 

   It’s not a good superstar, how can I become a little assistant? 

   "Go ahead and get a chance when you enter the industry." Brother Yu flicked, and the little girl 

agreed with a smile. 

   Seeing her silly smirk, Yu Gexin said, "There are more and more silly things these days, and I don't 

feel a sense of accomplishment when I'm fooling." 



   "Well, take your time to think about it. I want to go home with my man first." 

   Song Yuqiao leaned against Qin Yu, holding him a little eagerly. 

   "Oh, so anxious, thirsty?" Ye Bai waved his hand charmingly, "Boss, do you want to help you?" 

   "Go away." Song Yuqiao scolded with a smile: "I'm sleepy." 

   "I'm sleepy, hehe, it doesn't look like it!" Wen Ru also started to tease her. 

   Meixin even bit his ears and asked: "It's not big, can it stand you?" 

   "You guys, hate it, go, ignore them, just buy it yourself!" Song Yuqiao took Qin Yu and left. 

   "Don't, Xiao Qiao, people will miss you." Mei Xin flicked her sleeves artificially, hiding her face and 

sobbing. 

   "I will miss you, haha..." Song Yuqiao blushed and ran out of the hotel. 

   These women, did they drink fake wine today? 

  One by one...Where can I be so energetic! 

   The people are still in the dead of night, and the crowds and vehicles on the streets are still busy. 

  Pollution has made the weather now treacherous and changeable. It’s quite warm in the afternoon, 

and shivering in the cold at night. 

   Especially the small wind in the night, blowing on the body like a knife. 

   Song Yuqiao, wearing half sleeves, shivered and took the initiative to hold Qin Yu's waist, "It's 

cold." 

   Holding her in his arms, Qin Yu beckoned to the driver on the side of the road. 

   parked the car in the underground garage, and the car driver stepped on the electric pedal and 

left. 

   "I'm tired, I don't want to go." Song Yuqiao took off the high heels on her feet and said coquettishly 

in her hand early. 

   stepped forward and hugged, Qin Yu just led her upstairs. 

   Click it! 

   The room lock clicked, and the cat's eyes were still dark and there was no light. 

   A few minutes later, a duangduang noise came from the door, adding a bright color to the quiet 

night. 

   The next day, Brother Yu decided to be lazy. 

   Add a class to Teacher Song to make up for the after-school tutoring that I didn't finish last night. 

  A knee-length professional skirt, a pair of letter black silk, plus a pair of khaki lacquered high heels. 



   is a sheer white shirt with a pleated neckline forming a bow decoration. 

   Song Yuqiao, who entered the role, was a bit more majestic than before, and his words became 

tougher. 

   It's just that, soon he was gagged by Yu Ge's question, and couldn't answer a word. 

   It wasn't until the doubts in the body were released that Song Yuqiao panted like suffocation. 

   Finally, I survived! 

   A wonderful course left a deep impression on Song Yuqiao. 

   It seems that next time it is not for him to teach him, it is time for Qin Yu to teach him. 

   The two people's knowledge reserves and the scope of generalization are not at the same level. 

   "What do you want for lunch?" Song Yuqiao looked at him affectionately. 

   Both body and mind have been conquered and fallen. 

   Qin Yu's image in her mind is about to be bigger than this day. 

   "I'm ready to order takeaway, I suddenly want to eat fried soy sauce noodles, with ham and egg 

covered." 

   If you want to eat eggs, you have to eat them round and round. Broken eggs are not addictive. 

What's the point of being soft. 

   Song Yuqiao ordered the takeaway, and the two of them lay on the bed crookedly. 

   "I heard that your company is going to engage in sports before, is it true?" Song Yuqiao asked 

suddenly. 

   I asked Brother Yu about this topic, doing sports? 

   He really didn't know, so he consulted with Kylin and found that there was nothing like this. 

   "Who did you hear?" Qin Yu asked curiously. 

   "Someone in the system is saying that it sounds pretty and it feels pretty real." 

   Song Yuqiao won't talk nonsense, it must have heard some wind. 

   can be sports, Qin Yu has no plans in this regard. 

   One is too busy to think about these problems at all. 

   It's too dark and the environment is like this. How many people play sports and make themselves 

fools. 

   holding the money and pointing at your nose to curse mother, the game is not played out, it is 

sitting in rows, and the results are divided. 

   just ask if you are dying, do you play sports? 



   But since it was spread again, there must be something in it. Qin Yu let go of Song Yuqiao and said, 

"I'll make a call." 

   connected to Xu Hao, Qin Yu ventilated with him, "It should be someone in the system who is 

transmitting, check it out!" 

   "The other party wants Huang Pao to add to his body, forcing us to give in!" Xu Hao laughed 

angrily. 

   This round is not very clever, but it is very effective. 

  If everyone knows it, it is assumed that the Miracle Group wants to engage in sports. 

   up and down with anticipation, there may be people who take the initiative to help walk around 

and clear the preparations. 

   At that time, it will be too late if you don't talk about it. 

   But if you want to clarify in advance, there is no valid reason. 

   After all, now is the gossip circulating in the system, UU reading www.uukanshu.com miracle group 

solemnly issued a notice. 

  , on the contrary, makes people feel strange, a bit like there is no silver three hundred taels here. 

   There are a few rumors, as for the denial of such fanfare. 

   Is this alluding to something, or is it going to hit someone in the face? 

   Anyway, nothing is right. 

   Listening to Xu Hai's words, Qin Yu thought about it, "Wait, I'll send you a document." 

   hung up the phone, opened the blocked university alumni group in WeChat, and found the 

previous message. 

   Qin Yu forwarded it to Xu Hao, and then he was in the group. Aite's instructor: "Old Shen, is it true 

that the school intends to form a team?" 

   Brother Yu's emergence, the group directly fry the pot. 

   "Good guy, the big boss is here, soon, come out to pay tribute to the boss." 

   "Brother Yu, you are still here, everyone thought you deleted all the letters and WeChat accounts." 

   "Yes, I haven't seen it again after graduation, it's too much!" 

   "Yes, yes, I didn't see you at the last party. The little girls in our class are all sad." 

   After a bluffing ridicule, Qin Yu replied: "It's so busy." 

 


